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INTRODUC1l'ION 

This thesis attempts to ascertain the apologetic 
I 

structure of BisllOP Joseph Butler's Analogy': of Religion, 
, 

I 

Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and Course of 

1 
Nature. As suc~, it is, a1b first glance, a rather simple 

project fo~r it seeks nothin~~ more than to delineate the 

general argumentiof a book, typify the assent that argument 

seeks to elicit, ,and establish the criticisms it is directed 

against. However, the matter is not so simple and straight-

forward as it fi~"st appears .. 

Butler's Analogy was first published in 1736. Thus, 
I 

it is an old booR: and its a~~e occasions difficulties. Its 

style, presuppositions, and concerns are somewhat removed 

from the contemp~rary scheme o>f things and if they are to 

be understood and appreciated the temporal gulf must be 

bridged. There is, however, cllnother and greater problem. 

The Analogy is not only an old book, it is also a work of 

classical stature. It was, fOil'" a very long time, the 

standard theological work of the Anglican Church throughout 

a period in whicij theological works were still in the main-

stream of intellectual endeclvour .and were the alembic i.n 

l' I t' Hereafteti- abbreviatE~d Analogy. By apo oge 1C 

structure is me~t. the framework of the argumentative 
defence of the C~ristian r.eligion. cf. Appendix. 



which cultural ~ovements were distilled. Moreover, its 

author, Joseph ~utler, Chaplain to the Lord Chancellor 

and later, Clerk of the Queen's Closet and Bishop of 

Bristol and Durham, is a classical figure both in the 

history of Angltcan theology and English moral theory. 

Thus, the Analot:v: comes to us clothed in the accumulated 

commentaries an<ii evaluations of over two centuries of 

criticism. If ~t'is to be understood, it must be unfrocked 

for this thesis 'takes the position that the Analogy; has, in 

large part, beed misrepresented by its critics and commen-

tators particu14rly in the P8lst one hundred years. 

It may be asked wherein, in the estimation of the 

present writer, ihave the critics gone astray? It is not 

an easy questioQ to answer because while individual and 

highly personal Imistakes m8lY be cited, the question at 

root is very mu~h a part of a much larger question: wherein 

did the nineteenth century go wrong in its assessment of 

the eighteenth? While there are still many who would hold 

that the eightee!nth century was just what the historians 

of the nineteentlh made it out to be, there is a growing 

body of evidencel to be found in the works of such scholars 

I 

as Ernst Cassirelr, Alfred Cob1t>am, Peter Gay and others which 

suggest that thei nineteenth cjentury in reaction against the 

'V 



revolutionary eJ!:cesses of it.s: predecessor, thoroughly 

misrepresented ~ts positive achievements. It is with 

this latter grottp of critics that the present author 

sides. Faced w:ilth social upheaval and dissolution and 
I 

an attendant lo~s of faith, many nineteenth century critics 
I 

sought and found their source of woe in the thinkers of 

the preceding eria and most particularly in their estimations 

of the nature and use of human reason. Rationalism became 

a curR~ only to ibe followed by an accursed scepticism and 

so on. This wa~ of treating 'the history of Western. conscious-

ness as so many Irises and falls of human reason, in our 

opinion, has done little for individual thinkers and less for 

our understanding of contemporary problems: yet it remains, 

and in the presept day has pl.aced religion and the debate 

about God on ratlher artificial ground. Thus, we would suggest 

that the critics l have gone asivray because they have been 

motivated in the~r analysis of the Analogy more by the 

propagandistic needs of their period than by the actual contents 

of the work. 

It may we1.1 be that no o~e, the present author 

included, can es?ape totally from the prejudices of his 

time. However, the present author hopes that it is possible 

to apply a somew~at more stl:,ingent analytic to the Analogy 

vi 



I 

than has been chstomary. 'rhus, thi.s thesis attempts to 

return to a writing of one of the most significant and 

influential Angl.ican thinkjers of the early eighteenth 

century and to recover his actual thi.nking about faith 

and reason, natv.re and supernature, and to establish the 

lines of his deFence of religion against its critics in 

the most objective manner possible. This return is effected 
, 

first through a l survey of iGhe criticism attending the work 

and then throug~l an analysis of the work itself. It opens 

with a historic~l survey of Butler scholarship not because 

it wishes to se~ itself at variance with all other critics 

nor again becawi;e of a pre1~ence to continuity with their 

contributions. !Rather, it so, begins because it is finnly 

convinced that it is only through such an approach that 

both the contoui"s and importance of Butler's thought emerge 

and a full.er un<f1.erstanding of that thought is achieved. 

Previous <~~ritic~sm is valuable even when substantially 

incorrect for fcftilures are often the best pedagogues. 

And this ~ls all' the more truE~ when those failures have been 

moti vated more ~y the desir'e to create than to destroy. It 

is perhap~~ indicpative of the value of Butler' sthought that 

~rith very few e*ceptions i1:; has been more often acclaimed 

than declaimed ~Y its critics no matter their interpretation 

olf it. FollowiJjJ.g this sur"ey, the AnalOgy is analyzed first 

vii 



in terms of its statements of purpose and situation and 

secondly, in terms of its basal argument and structure. 

The first analy;sis attempts to reconstruct from these 

statements something of the religious climate nutler 

encountered andito delineate his reaction to it. Then, 

since this reaction takes t.he form of an apologetic 

program, the se~ond analysis seeks to outline the argument 

of this program: and to typify the assent it seeks to elicit. 

On the basis of;these analyses, a reinterpretation is then 

offerPod and som~ conclusions affecting the contemporary 

si tuat.ion are di-awn up. Basic to all of this is the con

viction that the Analog:y: is CiL Christian apology and must 

be read as s1l.lch~ The apology is a form of literature with 

deep roots in the Christian tradition and we have attempted 

to relate the Arl.alogy to that tradition at several points. 

The authqr wishes to t.hank Mr. Louis I. Greenspan 

of the Department of Religion, McMaster University, for 

his supervision, of the thesis:. He also wishes to thank 

his wife f'or su~port and encouragement throughout the 

period of composition. Special thanks are due Dr. J. C. 

Robertson of thEb Department; of Religion, McMaster Uni versi ty, 

for several very helpful suggestions. 
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AlJ references to the AJ)alogx are taken from the 

Halifa.x edition~ of Butler's livorks. Following current 

practice, refer~nces are included within the text itself. 

As an aid to tHe reader who is unfamiliar with Bishop 

Butler and his itimes, I ha.ve appended a short biographical 

and bibliograpHical note. 

i:x: 



CHAP TE:.!LI 

In his mqdest Guide to the Debate About God,l David 

Jenkins propose~ "to take up some discussions from the 

eighteenth centu,ry as a mea,ns of illuminating and pin-pointing 

our problems of !the twentie:thll and thereby "make clear that 

'The End of The:iJsm? i is not a new question. ,,2 His investigation 

begins with Bisblop Butler because in his words "Bishop Butler 

represents a method of ap~logy and argument which goes right 

back into the Chlristian traditionll3 and which has a contemporary 
,/ 

equivalent. What Jenkins finds of particular interest in 

Butler's Analogy]" beyond the fact that it was written against 

'people of discelrnment' who had written off Christianity two 

hundred years agio, i·s the shape Bishop Butler gave to the 

A..'"lalogy. Noting; that it is divided into two parts 'Of Natural 

Religion' and 'Of Revealed :Religion', Jenkins asserts that 

Butler holds 

It is possibl!e by directing the attention of reasonable 
men to reasonable arguments relating to the nature of 
the world, th~ nature of men, and the nature of men's 
life in the wprld, to ShlDW that something may be dis
covered and khown about 'the existence of God and even 

lDavid Jerkins, Guide 1:;,0 the Debate About God, (London: 
Lutterworth Press, 1966). 

2lli£. P!.20 

3lli.9,. Pi. 21 

1 



to some exte*t about His nature • • • • he believes 
that it is reasonably possible to direct attention to 
the data whidh any fair-·minded person studying science 
or reflecting on moralit;y would agree is data and which 
point to theidiscovery of God. It is not until he has 
drawn attent~on to this type of data that he goes on to 
the data of tevealed religion. 4 

2 

This, he notes, '''is the nOI'mal pattern of Christian apologetic, 

worked out in i~s most classical form in the Middle Ages by 

Thomas Aquinas. ,j5 Thus Jenkins claims that for Butler "there 

are two sources lof ~ata which can supply the actual contents 

of Christian be]ief or, at least, lead to its acceptance . . 
• 0 Reason and Revelation ll6 and that "from the world you can 

I' 

read off the exjJstence of God and from the Bible you can read 

7 
off the charact~r of God." 

Now even :while granting Jenkins a certain allowance 

I 

for the cruditiels of over-simplification and while recognizing 

the orthodoxy anld classicis:m of such an apologetic structure 

and indeed even while applauding him for attempting to see 

Bishop Butler as a primary guide in the contemporary debate 

about God at a time when Bu'tIer' s thought is by and large 

in disrepute, the student of Butler must repudiate such a 

4Ibid. p:.22 

5Ibid • 

6Ibid • p~23 

7~. p~24 



3 

characterizatioljl. For him;. Jenkins is right in pin-pointing 

the religious debates of the twentieth century in the eighteenth 

and in placing $utler at the centre of the eighteenth century 

debate; 3enkins'is wrong only in his reasons f?r doing both. 

First , it is deij atable whe"t;he:r Butler even held that there 

are two sources' of data abQut, God in the sense Jenkins main-

t
. 8 al.ns. Secondiy, even grcmting that Butler held such sources 

of data, it must be denied that a consideration of these sources 

governs the Anallog;"t. If such a consideration is present, it 
I 

is present only !secondarily and incidentally for even a quick 
I' 

perusal of the Pmalogy is sufficient to show that the work 

does not seek to' establish the existence and character of God 

but rather to esltablish the credibility of the Christian 

religion. The d~stinction is not over-subtle: it is the 

distinction between establishing a theology and substantiating 

an ecclesiology.' It is not to St. Thomas that one looks for 

classical anteceidents but rather to the Apologists of the 

early church and it is within this tradition that Butler is 

as "original in ~pologetical method • .... as Francis Bacon 

in scientific, John Locke ill philosophic, and Adam Smith in 

economic. 11
9 Je~ins errs in his estimation of the Analogy's 

8We will. turn to this question in the following chapters. 

9E.C. Mossner, ,Bishop Butler and the Age of Reason, 
(New York: Macmillan, 1936) p. 79-80. 
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purpose partially, one must. suppose, from an actual ignorance 

of the work its€llf, but mOI"'e particularly and peculiarly from 

a conditioned response to its Table of Contents. From the 

vantage point of: the mid-twentieth century any work which is 

distributed und~r the headings "Of Natural Religion il and "Of 

Revealed Religiqn" a prioristically appears to speak of two 

k:nowledges of Gold. The question of faith and reason or faith 

versus reason is! so indigenous to theological discussion that 

it is impossiblei to conceive of a time when it could well have 

i 

been absent from such discussion or of only secondary importance 

,/ 

to it. Moreoveri, the spectre of Deism hangs over English 

theology of thati period and is it not to be expected that the 

treatise which d~stroyed Deism met it on its own ground? It 

is this last quefStion, the qu~~stion of the Analogy I s historical 

background and its relationship to Deism which brings us face 

to face with the i Analogyls public and scholarly receptions in 

the English-speaking' world. Jenkins has not been alone in 

seeking in this work a solu~tion to the troubles of his times 

or, for that matter, in misinterpreting it .. 

Throughou~ the two hundred and thirty-two years since 

its first public~tion, the ~~nalogy has been read, commented 

upon, and interp~eted with, if not always p~rspicacity, at 

least, persisten~y. Although its public reputation has not 

always been great, it has in every generation attracted the 
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attention of sc~olars to write aoout it, and, it may be 

assumed, some pmblic to read them. Public and scholarly 

10 
disfavour cannot be equated lITith neglect. There is 

little need to ehronicle these two centuries of criticism 

in detail: E. C .. 1I1ossner cEdebrated the bicentenary of the 

book's publication with an admirable account.
ll 

We will 

confine ourselves to drawing a general picture and to 

updating Mossne*'s account to the present. 

It is, b~ now, as we noted above, an accepted fact 

that the ninete~nth century in part misrepresented the 

thought, aspirations, and cllchievements of the eighteenth 

century. And p~rhaps this is nowhere more true than in 

the nineteenth qentury appreciation of the Analogy. The 

situation is not simple. T'he nineteenth century was varie-

gated in its thinking on re:ligion and certainly some of this 

variety is reflected in its thinking on Butler. Butler's is 

a provincial reputation and. while German and French editions 

12 
of the Analogy existed, the debate was pretty much confined 

to England. 13 ~d in England, the Analogy became in the first 

10It is <1urious to note how much energy is spent in 
Butler scholarshiip attempting to rehabilitate his works un
necessarily. Edglish critics in particular seem woefully 
ignorant of mucH of Butler scholarship. cf. e.g. S. J,.. Graves, 
"Butler's 'Analo!gy'" Cambridge Journal, 6 (1952-3) p. 169-180. 

lIE. C. ~ossner, cp.~~. po 177-230. 

l2The German translati.::>n appeared in 1756; the French 
in 1821. 

13For exc~ptions of. Mc)ssner op • cit. p. 190, 226. 
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third of the ni:qeteenth century, the theological work of 

the Anglican Church. In concert with Paley's Natural Theology, 

it provided the ,impetus for" the Bridgewater Treatises
l4 

which 

proclaimed the marriage of science and religion. And thus, 

Robert Southey ~xtolled its author: 

Others hgd established the Historical and Prophetical 
g~ounds of the Christian Religion, 

And that !sure testimony of its Truth;> 
Which is !found in its perfect adaptation to the heart of man 
It was reiserved for him to develop 

I 

Its analolgy to the constitution a.."1d course of nature, 
Pu"'ld laying his strong foundations 
In the de~th of that great argunlent, 
There to Iconstruct another and irrefragable Proof; 
Thus rend~ring Philosophy subservient to Faith; 
And findi~g in outward and visible things 15 
The type :and evidence of those within the veil. 

The Analogy is the proof palt' excellence of nature's proclamation 

of religious truth. The liberals, however, were not alone in 

claiming it: Nel$an and the Oxford Movement found it a prestigious 

confirmation of their appeal to authority and their repudiation 

of reason. They' were at on~e llTith the liberals in hailing the 

16 
ascendency of faith over re,ason in Butler. Even so, the 

Analogy was much too rational for .the succeeding generation 

l4The Britieewater Treatises consisted of eight works 
on the power, wipdom, and goodness of God manifested in creation 
authored by Thom~s Chalmers" .. Tohn Kidd, William Whewell, Charles 
Bell, Peter M. L~get, Willi,am Buckland, William Kirby, and 
William Prout and were published betl1Teen 1833 and 1836. 

l5Epitaph!in Bristol Cathedral by Robert Southey (1834). 
Quoted in Mossner op • cit. p 0 ~~o 4 .. 

16cf • ~ios$ner, opocit. p. 205-211; E. C. Mossner, "Cardinal 

Ne\4lm&'"l on Bishop: Butler: An Unpublished Letter. II Theology, xxxii 
(Feb. 1936) p. li3. 
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and 1-1atthew Arnold who had held a. continuous and life-long 

interest in Butlier felt constrained to urge his readers away 

from the failure$ of Butler and back to the Bible. In two 

lectures on "Bishop Butler and the Zeit-Geistll, Arnold attacked 

the full contours of Butler's thought in minute detail con-

eluding with the observation that, 

In times when: everything is conventional, when no one 
looks very clpsely into him>$elf or into what is told 
him about his moral nature., [Butler I s] sort of natural 

I • 

history may, perhaps look likely enough, and may even 
pass for Newthnianism. But let a time come when • • • 
am&."'1 searche$ with passionate earnestness for something 
certain, and ¢an and will henceforth build upon facts 
only, then th~ arbitrary assertions of such 0 • • as 
this of Butle~ls will be felt to be perfectly fantastic 
and unavailing. 17 

With Arno~d, Butler's work moves from the public sphere 

to the realm of the individual conscience. Its arguments are 

no longer measured against ,~he course of nature or ecclesiastical 

polity but rather against the heart and inspiration of man and 

in this sphere it is unavai:ling, it is a failure. This approach 

to the Analogy came alive on paper and exerted a powerful 

influence on the most influential of all nineteenth century 

critics of Butler, Sir Leslie Stephen. Stephen's History of 

English Thought in the Eighteenth Century is a classic in its 

own right and has exerted a decisive influence upon the history 

17Matthew Arnold, "BjLshop Butler and the Zeit-Geist" 
Last Essays on Church and Religion, (New York: Macmillan Co., 
1883) p. 271. 
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of ideas in the english wor:ld,. Its account of the fu"Lalogy 

combined with Stephen's later article in the Dictionary of 

National BiographY became one of the most respected and 

accepted interpretations of the Analogy ever written. Indeed, 

18 
it has yet to be replaced in many quarters. In both" Stephen 

maintained somewpat paradoxically that the Analogy effectively 

and conclusively crushed its opponents without specifically 

referring to their works nor eliciting their counterattack. 

Indeed, even he found it remarkable 

• • • that the greatest theological work of the time, 
produced litt~e contemporary controversy ••• Butler's 
contemporarie$i were perhaps ·deterred by therfear of 
venturing into the profundities of his argument. 19 

The explanation he offered 1.ITaS of course purely gratuitous. 

This reading of the work's historical impact he supported 

with ~ rather lop-sided read.ing of Butler's life: 

Joseph Butler. belonged to that exceedingly small class 
of men who fi~d in abstract speculation not merely their 
main employmeJ;lt but almost the sole enjoyment of·their 
lives • • • o· Butler stood apart from the world. 20 

Stephen perhaps 1rea1ized th~~ shakiness of his position and 

therefore annexed to it a second and somewhat more substantial 

18cf • e. g ~ George 1\latson,. "Joseph Butler", The English 
Mind. Edited by H. S •. Davies. {Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1964) pp. 107-1220 

19Sir Leslie Stephen;, "Butler, Joseph" Dictionary of 
National Biography (London: Smith, Elder, and Co., 1885-1901) 
63 vols. Vol. vIii (1886) p. 71. . 

20Sir Les~ie Stephen;, History of English Thought in the 
Eighteenth CenturY.' Third edition (1902). Reprinted with a 
preface by Crane; Brinton. (New York: Harcourt, Brace and World 
Inc., 1962) 2 voJ-s. Vol. I;, "iT, 1. Subsequent references in text. 



argument: 

Though Butlen is habitually described as amongst the 
ablest champijons of Christianity, he has prcbably made 

9 

few ccnverts,' and has clearly helped scme thinkers towards 
scepticism. 

(I, v, 2) 

This statement mirrors anot,her in the dicticnary and brings 

us tc lOne of the crucial pcints in Stephen's interpretaticn. 

Tc scme thinkers he appe:ars as the most prcfcund 
I 

apclcgist of ;Christian theology while others have 
held that his argument l~ads to scepticism, because, 
while conclusive against the optimism of the deists, 
it really shdws only that the difficulties in revealed 
theology are !equalled by the difficulties of natural 
religion. ,21 

Stephen thereupeln sided with the sceptical interpretation 

and while acknowledging the "impressiveness cf [the] • 0 " 

argument, the c~ndour of his reasonings, and the vigour 

22 
and originality bf his thought" asserted that Butler 

IIwas ne philosopher in the strict sense of the word." and 

cencluded 

Even theelogi.ans sheuld.be slew te praise the philesophical 
acuteness ef la writer whose defence cf Christianity is 
se easily conrertible in'to an attack upon theelogy. It 
is not upen this side that we must lock for the secret 
of Butler's gireatness. His attitude is impressive from 
the moral side alone • 0 • Duty is the last word • • • 
his doctrine jthus becomes a lofty steicism. 

2lStephen~ Dictionary, Icc. cit. p. 72. 

22Ibid • 

(I, v, 26) 
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In sum, Stephen saw the Analog)[ as a great and 

influential apolpgy for Christian theology which was 

authored by a relclusi ve thinker and which while conclusive 

against optimistic rationalism, was essentially sceptical. 

In Butler himself, he saw an inferior Pascal, !Ian honest and 

brave man - honest enough to admit the existence of doubts 

and brave enough not to be paralyzed by their existence." 

(I, v, 28) 

It is curlious to n~t,e, is it not, how, as the nineteenth 

century wore on, there was a shift in the interpretation placed 
r 

upon the purpose of the work and how. there was a lessening in 

the assent demanded by it. The poet laureate and the authors 

of the Bridgewater Treatise,§. confidently hailed it as a 

scientific proof' that naturle proclaimed religious truth, the 

Tractarians espoused it as ,an Anglican repudiation of reason 

in religion and a theologicai proof of the necessity of 

ecclesiastical authority, Arnold roundly condemned it as a 

failure on both counts, and Stephen analyzed it as an isolated 

attempt to replace metaphysics with stoical ethics, an attempt 

which failed but which had ,a historical repercussion: it dealt 

the death-blow t9 rationalistic optimism. The nineteenth 

century moved fr6m generous avowal to disavowal, from eternal 

assent to histor~cal interest J, in its estimation of the work. 

With Sir Leslie begins hist.:>rical reflection on the Analogy, 
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a process which begins when a book has lost its grip but 

retains its classical status.. The others saw the Analogz 

through their oWn eyes in the light of their own times; 

Stephen attempted to see the Analog:y through the eyes of 

its contemporaries and in the light of its own time. In 

so doing, he did four thin~~s of permanent import. First, 

he raised the spectre of Deism. Secondly, he labelled the 

treatise E~ssentially controversial. Thirdly, he found the 

work essel1ltially sceptical and moralistic. And fourthly, 

he read tl1~e book in terms of his own inner struggles and 

agnostici~im. All four are somewhat interrelated. Stephen 

analyzed t,he Latitudinarian and Arminian controversialists 

of the lat,er sevjenteenth and early eighteenth century in 

terms of their riationalistic loptimism. To them he applied 

the term 'Deist' and more or less gathered them into a school 

of thought. In applying the name Deist to these thinkers, 

Stephen simply fiollowed respectable precedents. However, in 

his hands the term narrowed flrom a term nearly as broad as 

atheist and appl.iicable indiscriminately to all forms of 

heterodoxy to a specific philosophical school. And it was 

against this sch~ol that he pJLtted Butler and the AnalOg;[ 

with the consequence that the 'WOrk was subsequently interpreted 

as a refutation 0f a school of rationalism. This interpretation 

of course fitted I nicely with Stephen's sceptical reading of the 
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work and beauti£ully established a rise and fall of reason 

in the Age of Reason.. His reading of the intellectual history 

of that period blecomes much clearer when one remembers that 

he was writing aigainst the background of the Darwinian contro-

versy, his own journey into .agnosticism, and contemporary 

attempts to find in the Ana~ the solutions to all contemporary 

difficulties. The period f.rom 1883 to 1896 had seen a great 
, 

flowering of works which pr1oposed to reconcile the religion 

l'lith the latest scientific developments through the Analogy23 

and Stephen fel.t constrained not only to write history but to 

substantiate the essential Agnosticism of the period. 

It was no~ until the publication of E. C. Mossner's 

Bishop Butler and the Age of Reason in 1936 on the bicentenary 

of the bnalogyfs·first publication that Stephen was challenged 

on purely historical grounds. With skill informed by exhaustive 

research :Mossner disproved Stephen's contention that the 

Analogy was isolated in its own time. He established that 

the work was an .l.mmediate success with the general public, 

running through ~our editions and a Dublin reprint within 

twenty years; that it had belen reviewed extensively and en-

thusiastically upon publicat,ion, provoking two refutations 

23]t.Jotably !~v. L. Collins, Butler (1888) and W. E. 
Gladstone's Studiles Subsidia.ry to the Works of Bishop Butler 
(1896). 
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within a year.24 And that, moreover, it had been accepted, 

augmented, imita"bed, and resluscitated by a series of apologists 

and divines throughout the century. Indeed, by the century's 

. 25 
end, it had been enshrined in the theological pantheon. He 

also noted that the charge of scepticism, namely, that it was more 

dissuasive than persuasive of religion began at the end of the 

eighteenth centuI'jy with Cole1ridge and was continued in the 

nineteenth by William Hazlit,t, William Pitt the Younger, 

James Mill and Sara Hennel. It was to these that Stephen 

owed his ethical 'appreciation of Butler. 26 Working with the 

limited material 'available to the biographer of Butler,27 he 

exposed Stephen' s~ 'hermit r for the fanciful fiction it was. 

Upon his body of !evidence, Mossner constructed a new historical 

appreciation but an appreciation still indebted to Stephen, 

for Mossner quite! agreed that as philosophy, the Analog:r, was 

a failure. Howevler, Mossner did find the Analog;l to be a 

work of impressive historical and apologetic merit. For him, 

'Butler's Sermons and Ana1~ present a cross-section 
of the later Age of Reason in England. In them appears 
distinctly a·rbaction against the hitherto prevalent 
doctrine of the sufficiency of reason in religion as 

24 
Stephen :had noted both Thomas Bott's (Philanthropus) 

Remarks UEon Dr. autler's Sixth ChaEter ••• and Thomas Chubb's 
Egui ty and Reasonlableness of the Divine Conduct • • • • but 
dismissed both aSI worthless. 

25M "t essner, Op.C1 • p. 

26Ibid • p. 198-202. --
2 7 Bl1~tler o!rdered 811 

hi,s deatp. 

177-186. 

bis personal papers destroyed on 
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in all other phases of hu~an life, and also an indication 
of the direction in which that doctrine was to topple. 28 

As such, the Analogy was an excellent index to the intellectual 

developments of the age part~icularly in the evaluation of the 

new role adopted by science and the emergence of scepticism. 29 

Thus Mossner saw 'Butler in t,wo lights: on the one hand he was 

the originator of a school of apologetics which sought to 

derive its basic' principles from the observation of nature30 

and on the other he was the theologian in Humets Dialogues. 3l 

In the first light, his originality is strictly methodological. 32 

His actual ideas are borrowings and his conclus,;ions are weak 

and limited. 33 ]n the second, he makes an interesting prelude 

to Hume. But in himself, he is an unimpassioned pleader 

peculiar to a generation. 

Criticism !of Stephen's philosophical critique of the 

Analogy pre-dated Mossner's historical refutation even though 

it left little triace on Mossner':S evaluation. The charges 

levelled against Butler's religious thought by such eminent 

nineteenth century- thinkers as Hill and Stephen and their 

28M "t ossner, op.cl. • 

29Ibid • p.xi 

30Ibid. p.240 

31 Ibid. p.l56 ff. 

32.Thi£. p.79 

33Ibid. p. 100 ff. 
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concomitant espousal of his ethical teaching turned students 

of ethics to Butler and in particular to his Rolls Sermons. 

Some simply dismJissed the An.alogy unread as irrelevant; others 

turned their attention to it first as essential background, 

and then as valuable in itself. Perhaps the most influential 

of the latter was C. D. Bro,ad)) particularly through his essay 

"Butler as Theologian. u34 

Broad felt that not c)nJLy was Butleris work as a moralist 

on par with Kant II s but that this resemblance carried over into 

their concerns with moral theology, an area in which he felt 
r 

Butler l.faS much more successful than Kant. He saw Butler 

attempting to pr(l)ve that having granted an order of nature 

due to an intelligent being), one cannot consistently stop 

there btlt must paz-sue its religious implications and that in 

pursuing these implications Butler 

••• really.has established a case for the characteristic 
doctrines of natural religion • • • The two chief points 
of criticism are (1) thai:; he accepts without question the 
traditional a:tJ.guments fOI' the view that the world has been 
created by an ,intelligent; being, and (2) that his arguments 
for survival of bodily dE~ath are weak • • • t}:>uiJ .& very 
great merit of Butler's arguments is that they are hardly, 
if at all, aflfected by the progress of natural science 
since his time. The fact;s about the world on which he 
bases his argUments remain facts, and no scientific dis
coveries are in the least; likely to explode them • • • 

~~4C. D. B.z;-oad, "Butler as Theologian" Hibbert Journal 
xxi (July, 1923) p. 637-56. Reprinted in Religion, Philosophy, 
and Psychical Research, (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul Ltd., 
1953) p. 202-219. 



I think that t.he arguillen"t from analogy does lend 
some support to the doctrines of natural religion; 
but under the weight of specifically Christian 
doctrines it seems to me to show obvious signs of 
buckling. 35 

The implications of this fOlr' studies of the Analogy have 

been that the Analogx is of a piece with Butler's ethical 

progranune and is philosophically sound within the context 
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of its presuppositions. Thus if one is willing to acknowledge 

a positive content in Butlelr1s ethical writings, one is con-

strained to view the AnaloQ[ as philosophically viable. Broad's 

re-emphasis on the Analogy re··opened the study of its dis-

tincti vely religious charact;eristics e 

The only full length treatment to date in this area 

has been Anders Jeffner's Butler and Hume on Religion: A 

Comparative Analysis. 36 3effner seeks to disclose the 

relationship of religious philosophy to the emergence of the 

philos9Phy of rel,igion in early empiricism. His analysis of 

the religious th~ories of Bu.tler, which are taken to be repre-

sentatiye of empirical religious philosophy, leads him to 

conclude that in the Analo€Q~, Butler was attempting through 

the experimental method to describe certain regularities in 

the world and to show from this description that Christianity 

35Ibid. pe218-19. 

36 Anders Jeffner, Bui:~ler and Hume on Relig i on: A 
Comparative }.nalysis. Translated from Swedith by Keith 
Bradford. (Stockholm: Diakcmistyrelsens Bokforlag, 1966). 
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is as reasonable as nature and may be adhered to with 

the adherance due a scientific result. Thus the Analogy 

may be termed a valid attempt to show the theoretical content 

of Christian revelation to be an extension and clarification 

37 
of the natural order. Me-thodologically, Jeffner asserts 

that while the Am.alogy CQunt;ers Deism at several points, 

over half the bo<!>k is non-ccmtroversial and it is to this 

non-controversial material which he proposes to look for 

38 
his illustration. of the_basic features of Butler's thought. 

Thus without ackmowledging -the work's historical context 
/ 

beyond a general portrait of some basal presuppositions, 

Jeffner proceeds analyticalJ.y and concludes that in the 

Analogy, Butler aspires to a rec:sonable theology whi'ch accepts 

Christianity only on the basis of arguments which are valid 

irrespecti ve of religious st;at.us and which proceed fr,om 

scientific resul~s which arE: independent of metaphysical or 

1 . . . ' 39 re J.gJ.ous premJ.ses. 

3effner's critique of the structure of the book and 

its author's aspiration is in striking contrast to the evalu

ation proposed by S. A. Graves in "Butler's 'Analogy ttl.
40 

37~. p.256 

38Ibid. p. 19-20 

39Ibid. p~ 20 

40S. ,A. Graves, ~p. cj~. cf. footnote (10) above. 



The specific arguments of both men lrill be presented in 

detail in the third chapter; here, it is sufficient to 

note that Graves, in contradistinction to Jeffner, views 
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the Analogy not as an episte:mological or theological treatise 

but as a point by point public refutation of Deist opinions 

which assays upon the economy of probability without specu

lative principles and finds IIthat religion cannot be known 

to be false, and even this ~dll.impose on anyone who admits 

as much the obligation to act as if it may be true. 1I41 Butler 

is the Christian advocate p.ar excellance. 

In these twentieth century evaluations of the Analogy 

we witness two mutually cont,radictory attempts to assess the 

work's relevance in the face: of nineteenth century criticism. 

On the one hand, confronted by the sceptical interpretation 

of the work best advocated by Stephen, critics such as Mossner 

and Graves haye acknowledged the sceptical tendency and have 

sought in it a controversial character which indexes a period 

and elucidates a style of debate. For these men, that is 

sufficient: their historicism provices the necessary relevance. 

The Analogy is significant because it is history and reflects 

history. Inasmuoh as its thought is sceptical, it is relevant 

to the history of scepticism and irrelevant to contemporary 

41 
Ibid. p .,169 
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intellectual debalte. But there have been some such as 

Broad and Jeffner, on the othelr hand, who have attempted to 

reach back beyond the scepti1cal consequences of Butler's 

thought and have sought the positive motive and mode of his 

argument and. linked this to eontemporary intellectual pursuits. 

The assessments are contradiloi::ory not only because they proceed 

from dichotomous starting points but also because their con-

elusions arle mutually exclusive. Thus, in current scholarship, 

the Analogx is either a popular polemic against Deism or a 

rational theological program" The debate may now be more 

polite and restrained but it is no less radical than 

the opposition between Mathel~ Arnold and the Bridgewater 

Treatises, Sir Leslie Stephen and W. E. Gladstone. 

While it is quite possible to view the more recent 

debate simply as ~ clash bet"feen the historical and philo-

sophical p01lnts of view, t.here is at root a very fundamental 

issue which has i~truded at several points and which must be 

dealt with in some detail. It has been asserted at several 

points that the nineteenth century misunderstood and misin-

terpreted the eighteenth. This general critique has in large 

part been spawned by the attempt to overcome the current 

dilemma of liberalism. 42 Ne1vertheless, it is substantiable 

and has been substantiated to a very large extent. 43 Perhaps, 

42c f. in particular, Alfred Cobban, op.cit. 

43cf • in particular the 'works of Ernst Cassirer and 
his disciples, notlably Peter Gay. 
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the words IImisunderstood" and Irmisinterpreted ll are unfortu-

nate because they are the some't<lhat negati vistic fruits of 

the demand for stringent factuality. Thus it may be more 

in order to speak of the nineteenth century critics applying 

a non factual critique. Phrased another way, it ca."1 be said 

that nineteenth century critics were too deeply implicated 

in their cultural. reformation to analyze the past with the 

detachment many of us now hold so dear. Applied to the study 

of Butler, it has meant thal~ Butler" being a classical author, 

was appropriated and inter.preted more according to the cultural 

needs <U"1.d visions of his critics and less in accord with his 
,/ 

own perspective. This is mani.fest most sharply in the Bridge-

water Treatises, the Oxford Movement, and Mathew Arnold. As 

we noted, Sir LeSlie Stephen was the 'first to attempt a more 

objective analysts of Butler'by situating him in his historical 

perspective. However, again, the treatment is coloured by 

Stephen r S cuI tura,l persuasions. Gladstone, on the other hand, 

simply reaffirmed the viewpo.int of the Bridgewater Treatises. 

In the twentieth century, scholarship has become somewhat 

more sophisticated with the consequence that the influence of 

propagandistic pursuits can be more readily ascertained in the 

past even if they cannot be 1tota~ly recognized or overcome in 

the present. Moreover, we now allow scholars the choice of a 

viewpoint be it historical, philosophical, sociological, etc., 

which is fine as far as it goes. However, in the present 
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instance, the ill'terpretat,ion of Butler's An~!9gy', this 

choice of viewpoints has gone too far wi t,hout s;oing far 

enough. Historicism has pushled the Analogy, to the extreme 

f · I h'l h' 44 hI' f o ~rre evancy, p 1. osop ~sm as paced 1. tour-square 

at the centre of most current theistic and theological 

debates. This thesis will selek a more moderate position. 

It is the opinion of the preslEmt author that the impasse 

has been created by attending too much to the consequences 

of Butler's thought and too little to its springs and causes. 

That is to say, this thesis contends that the Analogy must be 

evaluated in terInS of its explicit theological program; that 

this program must be understood on the basis of the theological 

purpose which generated it ,and the historical situation which 

conditioned it in order tha1l:~ bifurcation may be overcome. 

Thus it intends to proceed from the historical conditions and 

personal motives adumbrated in the Analogy itself through the 

argument which establishes its theological program. Through 

this procedure, the actual .apologetic structure ,of the Analogy 

will emerge. 

44By the philosophical viewpoint and philosophism I mean 
that intellectual pursuit which seeks to establish the truth 
and continuity of pure thou~~ht; in intellectual endeavour. 



CHAPTE~~!1 

In this chapter we propose to investigate Bi.shop Butler's 

thp.ologi.cal purpose in '''''ri ting the ~n~logx. and the vi tal Ai tuation 

(Sitz i111 Le1;>en) to which that purpose is related as a call which 

evokes a response. That is to say, we are herein concerned to 

elucidate the si t,uation against which Butler reacted and to 

characterize the nature of his reaction to that situation. In 

both cases, our method of investigation consists in a close 

scrutiny of the dat;a disclosed by the actual text of the Analog;y, 

itself. Horeover, since we ha.ve found that Butler's statements 

pertaining to his contemporary situation and his purpose within 

that situation occulr either within the same text or within 

proximate texts, we have treated the two problems in conjunction 

with one another. 

Our investig~ation has been narrowed to an examination of 

the actual text for several reasons. Principally, because previous 

scholarship has ignpred Butler's own statements on these questions 

to a large degree and because those who have dealt with them, 

1 
have dealt with them in isolation from one another. It is our 

conviction that in all discussions of Butler's thought, no matter 

how. broadly conceived, the text of the Analog;r, must occupy a 

position of centrality and that, moreover, Butler's situation, 

purpose, and argumelut, must be considered as distinguishable but 

1This statement rests ona close reading of the current 
literature on Butler-. Numerous lexamp1es could be cited but for 
a good cross-section of methods lef. the introductory chapters of 
Mossner, Carlsson, and .1effner il!l the works cited. 

22 
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not di.stinct parts of an organic ,.,hole. Th~ first conviction 

rests upon a series of indisputable facts. First, Butlp.r ordp-rcd 

all IliR manuscripts and papers rlcRtroYf'd on his death. TId.!"> 

provision of his will was carried out to the letter and only 

those works published in his lifp-time are extant. Thus, beside 

the Analogx., recourse can be had only to some twenty...;one sermons, 

several letters to Dr. Clarke, t;wo dissertations, nineteen 

fragments, a Charge to the cl<ergy of Durham, and portions of a 

2 
Charge to the clergy of BristlOl. These writings, however, are 

occasional and widely disparate in terms of date of composition 

and, with the exception of the ethical sermons, thematic concern. 

As such, they provide few clw2JS to the AnalogI: and occasion some 

3 
very large problems. SeclOnd j , the historical period in which 

Butler lived and wrote, the England of the late seventeenth and 

early eighteenth centuries, is i.n some sense an unknown quantity 

insofar as its religious component is concerned. While excellent 

monographs exist, we as yet all~ait the critical editions and 

biographies of the major religious spokesm"en of the period upon 

which to build a rEllliable generall interpretation. 
4 

In the absence 

of relevant and reliable secondary material, primacy must be 

2The fragments are a series of memoranda discovered by Dr. 
Steere and published in 1852. They are included only in the Bernard 
edition of Butler's \vorks. The same is true of the portions of the 
Charge to the clergy of Brist()iIL., printed in 1862 by Dr. Steere. 

~ -. " 

3Namely, the relationship between Butler's ethics and 
apologetics, a topic too large for the present dissertation but one 
which requires treatment from the religious rather than ethical side. 

4c f. Peter Gay, The Enlightenment, (New.York: Alfred Knopf, 
1966) p.5$0 for a survey of the relevant literature and its weaknesses. 
cf. Appendix. 
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afforded the Analogy itself. The second conviction rests upon 

a close reading of the text and its validity, hopefully, will 

be borne out by our investiga1~ions. It suggests that the treatise 

has a unified construction to whi.ch everything is subsumed, with 

t . 5 excep J.ono 

Certain problems are raised by affording centrali.ty to 

the Analogy: and must be noted., The Analogy is composed in 

treatise style and while that literary form still remained open 

to the personal remonstrances of' the antecedent Latin tractatus, 

Bishop Butler was not that sort of author who allows personal 

memoranda to intrude upon his arguments. Moreover, Butler 

refused to single aut his opponents by name, with the except.ion 

of Descartes, and thus, recourse must be had to suggestive detail. 

However, Butler cons"tantly maintained a strong remedial solicitude 

for his fellow men and, through the reflections of this pastoral 

concern, something can be ascertained of the religious problems 

of the age and his 'reactions to :them. In our concluding chapter 

we will attempt to relate our findings to what externa.l evidence 

does exist for further corrobora:tion and, if necessary, modification. 

Our present purpose then, is to reconstruct the religious 

situation and climate adumbrated in the Analogy and Butler's 

response to it. We will begin our investigation by an analysis 

of the advertisement of that work. 

Scf. below p. 50 ff. 
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At the head of the f'irst edition and subsequently 

reprinted in every edition appears an advertisement by the 

author dated May 1736. Today, its fame rivals that of the 

book it was intended to announce: no single passage within 

the Analogy has been cited with the frequency accorded it 

nor commented upon as extensively. Indeed, it sometimes 

seems that having read the advertisement, commentators have 

felt themselves exempt fro~ reading the book. The advertise-

ment, however, as its title indicates, is no more than a 

public notice of intention. As such, it is a concise statement; 

by nature, more descript.i ve than indicative. Within these 

limits, it is a valuable piece of docwnentation and is worth 

quoting in its entirety. 

If the reader should meel~ here with any thing which he 
had not before attended ·to, it will not be in the 
observations tilpon the const,itution and course of nature, 
these being all obvious, but in the application of them: 
in which, though there is nothing but what appears to me 
to be of some real l'leighi~, and therefore of great im
portance; yet he will observe several things, which will 
appear to him of very lii:~tle importance, if he can think 
things to be of little importance which are of any real 
weight at all, upon such a subject as religion. However, 
the proper force of the following Treatise lies in the 
whole general analogy considered together. 

It is come, I know not hO'lrl, to be taken for granted 
by many persogs, that Christianity is not so much as a 
sub,iect of enquiry; but t;hat it is, now at length, dis
covered to be fictitious. And, accordingly they treat 
it, as if, in the present; age, this were an agreed point 
among all people of discernment; and nothing remained, 
but to set it up as a pri.ncipal subject of mirth and 



ridicule, as it were by reprisals, for its having 
so long interrupted the pleasures of the world.. On 
the contrary, this much, at least will here be found, 
not taken for granted, but proved, that any reasonable 
man, l'Jho will thoroughly consider the matter, may be 
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as much assured, as he is of his Ol>m being that it is 
not, however so clear a case, that there is nothing in 
it. There is, I think, strong evidence of its truth; 
but it is certain no one can, upon principles of reason, 
be satisfied to the contrary. And the practical conse
quences to be drawn from this is not attended to by 
everyone who is concerned 1lY'ith it. 

(Italics mine - T.R.) 

In most references to 1c.he beok I s historical situation 

the emphasis falls most fvequently upon the sentence italicized. 

The situation therein described, a situation in which Christianity 
I' 

is considered to· be fiction,al and not fit for serieus enquiry, 

is taken te be ee~tra~. To catch hold of the comment in this 

fashion is a complete misiniGerpretat~ion. It is to suggest 

that the erder ef the twe paragraphs should be reversed and 

indeed there are seme who w()uld faveur that measure as a much 

smeether readingo While it has become commonplace in every 

age to credit Butler with obscurity, here, his meaning is 

clear. The first paragraph is to be read as a direct cemmen-

tary upen the title. The full. title, The Analogy of Religion, 

Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and Course of Nature, 

Butler assumes, is quite clear to his readers. He undoubtedly 

felt that the members of thE~ Royal Society and the Boyle 

lecturers had made 'the constitution and course of nature' a 

household phrase to the Ii tE~ra.te public. I AnalegyI at least 
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in its poetic and literary signification of 'likeness' or 

I similarity' if not in its precise philosophical sense could 

likewise be assumed to be understandable. Thus Butler begins 

by commenting that the analogy \vhich he has constructed rests 

upon obvious and well-known observations of natural occurrence. 

Its novelty lies only in its application of these observations. 

Then, in what first appears to be a rather heavy-handed apology 

for his minor observations, Butler enunciates two methodological 

considerations of some importance; namely, that every application 

of natural obser'vation to religion has a positive force and 
!' 

secondly, that the analogy's force lies in the totality of 

observations and applications taken altogether.. Thus the 

analogy is ~entral.. Only Cilfter this direct appeal to the 

reader, a reader whom he assumes to be the possessor of a 

body of common knowledge, does Butler reflect upon the current 

situation and describe his work's possible meaning and merit 

for his time. His description is double-pronged and nuanced. 

It begins simply enough: Christianity has been discovered.to 

be fictitious. This, however, as a description, is not 

exhaustive: the first two sentences are conjunctive and co-

ordinate, that is to say, t;hey are continuous as to subject. 

The contemporary situation, a.s Butler states it in its entirety 

is this: many people, crediting themselves with discernment, 

by common agreem.ent hold that, Christianity is a fiction and 
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not a fit subj ect for serious enquiry and consequently 

subject it to mirth and ridicule for having interrupted 

their pleasures. That is to say, the' situation is not 

simply one of unlDelief but one in which a positive disbelief 

flourishes and manifests itself in pleasure-seeking and mirth

making. Against this, Butler asserts that he will prove, to 

the satisfaction of any reasonable man, with a certitude equal 

to that of self-existence that; Christianity is not contrary 

to reason and that it is of practical consequence to everyone. 

Thus, from the representations of the .advertisement, we must 

contend that the situation l~hich Butler faces consists of the 

following elements: the repudiation and ridicule of Christiani

ty in common agreement by many discerning people who seek 

pleasure;and~that his response to this situation consists of 

a rational aspiration to prove the rationality and practical 

importance of Christianity. ~mat must be particularly noted 

is that both the situation and Butler's reponse to it refers 

explicitly not to religion or virtuous living in general but 

specifically to Christianity. Secondly, that the proof to be 

advanced aims eqaally at intellectual and practical assent. 

Thirdly, and very significrultly, that this purpose, the 

intellectual and practical vindication of Christianity, is 

to be produced through the analogy of religion and nature. 
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These three points are central to the Analogy itself 

and each must be considered in some,detailo Taken 

together, they establish the ,""ork as a Christian apology 

which seeks to elicit practical and theoretical assent 

through the analogical method. At this point it is quite 

legitimate to ask what sort of assent does Butler seek 

to establish through this meic~hod? On the basis of this 

text, no firm answer can "as yet be given. Butler states 

that he intends to establish a proof suggesti ~e of the 

truth of Christianity and demonstrative of its non-falsity, 

however, this ~tatement is somewhat equivocal. Does it 

mean that he intends to prove that Christianity is
o 
supported 

by reason or simply, that it is simply in conformity with 

reason and cannot be disproved by it? Again, we must 

forestall our amswer until we have considered the principles 

of the analogical method in some detail. It is important 

to note, however, that the advertisement lays itself open 

to either possibility. 

As we have seen, the a.dvertisement centers its 

claim to originality upon its method, the method of analogy. 
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In his Introduction to the tr'eatise, Butler explains his 

choice of this method and how the method proceeds. For 

the moment we are concerned only with the reasons underlying 

his choice IOf method. 

Butler note1s that "the glenerality of those who profess 

themselves dissatisfied with the evidence of religion" (I, Iii) 

do not deny the existence of either an intelligent Author of 

Nature or a natural Governor of the world. That is, they are 

willing to accept regular laws in nature as divinely authored. 

They do not disavow nature, only Christianity. Therefore if 

they can be shown that 

there be an analogy or likeness between that system of 
things and dispensation of Providence, which Revelation 
informs us of, and that system of things and Dispensation 
of Providence, t\Thich Experience together with Reason in
forms us of, i.e. the knoMl course of Nature; this is a 
presumption, that they havE~ both the same author and cause; 
at least so far, as to answor objections against the former's 
being from God, drawn from anything which is analogical or 
similar to what 'is in the latter, which is acknowledged to 
be from him • • • 

(I, Ii) 

then it must be held that Christ.ianity is not a subject of 

derision unless nat.ure is also. Butler willingly acknowledges 

that the conclusiveness of thE~ a,rgument is limited but he 

asserts that it is a normal hu~an limitation. His choice and 

avowal of the epistemological viewpoint .pf ErnQiricism,6 is due 

6cf • below.~.60 it. 



perhaps more than is com .... n.onJLy recognized to the pastoral 

7 
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repercussions of the idealist hypothesis: Butler affirms 

that he is equally opposed ,to those who formulate their 

notions of the world and of religion on the basis of hypo-

thetical principles like Descartes and to those who proceed 

from certain principles but who apply them inappropriately 

such as those "who explain t;he structure of the human body, 

and the nature of diseases cmd medicines from mere mathematics II.' 

(r, liii). He finds both in error not only because men "have 

not faculties for this kind of speculation" (I, liii) but also 

because it issues in a train of folly and extr.ivagance which 

lead men to render judgements upon the goodness and wisdom 

of God (I, liv). Thus Butler's denunciation of the hypothetical 

manner of thinking and advocacy of analogical reasoning, while 

rooted in the empirical prejudice, is likewise attributable 

to the conviction that any the former method aids and abets 

the despisers of Christianity whereas the latter vindicates 

and justifies it.. Having chosen fu"'1d established a method, 

Butler follows it and expounds its repercussions at length. 

The final estimation of his situation and purpose must await 

our analysis of the argument which reflects it in the next 

chapter. However, there are several references throughout 

7Gr~ves, op.cit. p. 1:7Sff., r think,is right to insist 
upon the practical significance of Butler's probability theory. 
However. his repudiation of an. underlying epistemology cannot 
in my vie\-l be upheld in the face of Butler r s explicit state
ments on the limitations of man's faculties and on the logic 
of analogy. 



the treatise which throw a great deal of light on both. 

These references are scatter'ed and somewhat incidental in 

the first part of the treatise since Butler is on the whole 

willing to allow his argumen.t to build of itself. 

It might be said that Butler's whole approach to the 

doctrines which he discusses under the heading "Of Natural 

Religion ll is informed by the concern that 

there is, in the present age, a certain fearlessness, 
with what might be hereafter under the government of 
God, which nothing but 'a universally acknowledged 
demonstration on the side of atheism can justify; and 
which makes it quite necessary, that men be/reminded 
and if possibl,e made to feel, that there is no sort 
of ground for being thus presumptuous, even upon the 
most sceptical principles. 

(I, 83) 

Butler construes ~he disavowal of religion as springing 

from a fearlessness of the hereafter. Lack of concern 

for the future renders religion irrelevant. Now although 

Butler is tempted to view thle subjects of this attitude in 

Old Testament fashion as 'vessels of wrath' and as lIexamples 
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of the woeful effects or vic~e and folly" (I, 83), he realizes 

that their presumption has intellectual roots and accordingly 

may be disp~oved and that once disproved, the situation 

which has arisen from it may be remedied. At root, Butler 

asserts, this extravagant fearlessness is attributable to 

the conviction that the Auth()r of Nature is a simple" absolute 
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benevolenceQ This conviction in tUrn has arisen because 

men have objected against, and are unwilling to allow, 

di vine punishment.. (I, 77) 'Iheir objection is rash and 

thoughtless because they do not~ foresee its consequences: 

divine punishment is simply one aspect of final causation 

a.'1.d the denial of this aspect; constitutes a denial of all 

finality. (I, 77ff) Thus, Butler wishes to correct the 

situation by showing such men t:;hat the hereafter is dependent 

upon the present both in Nature and in religion and that 

consequently there is no ground for fearlessness and much 
r 

reason for fear. 

Although Butler assert.s that the conception of the 

Author of Nature is the basic intellectual cause of fearlessness, 

he recognizes that this concept as well as the opinion of 

fatalism are, in many instances, simply rationalizations for 

licentiousness. In these cases the disavowal of a hereafter 

relevant to this life is in lreality a shameless avowal of 

ll1'illfullness and pleasure as the law of life. tI, 109) By 

such opinions, 

atheistical men pretend to satisfy and encourage them
selves in vice, and justify to others their disregard 
of all religion. 

(I, 148) 

Against them, Butler wishes ;;0 show first, that their 

rationalizations cannot be justified and secondly that 
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their law of life leads to t,emporal ruination. These 

projects direct his argument throughout the first section 

and it is not until the opening chapter of the second section 

that Butler makes any truly significant comments upon the 

situation which confronts himo 

The first chapter of the second section, "Of the 

Importance of Christianity", is in Butler's words an "intro-

duction to a treatise cOl1cerning the credibility of itli 

(I, 166). Butler finds it necessary to preface his discussion 

of credibility with a discussion of the importance of the 
r 

subj ect because -revelation is under attack from two quanters: 

SOIDe persons, upon pretence of the sufficiency of the 
light of nature, avowedly reject all revelation, as in 
its very notion, incredible, and what must be fictitious. 
And indeed, it is certain, no revelation would have been 
given, had the light or nature been sufficient in such 
a sense as to render one not, wanting and useless • • • • 

There are other persons" not to be ran1<ed with these, 
who seem to be getting in'to a way of neglecting, and as 
it were, overlooking revelation, as of small importance 
provided natur~l Religion be kept tOe With little regard 
either to the evidence of the former, or to the objections 
against it, and even upon supposition of its truth; 'the 
only design of it, I say they" 'must be, to establish a 
belief of the moral system of nature, and to enforce the 
practice of natural piety and virtue~ The belief a::-jd 

practice of these things 1~'lere, perhaps, much promoted by 
the first publication of Christianity; but whether they 
are believed and practiced, upon -the evidence and motives 
of nature or of revelation, is no great matter. ' This 
way of considering revelat;ion, though it is not the same 
with the former, yet borders nearly upon it, and very 
much, at length, runs up into it: ••• 

(I, 165-166) 



Here we have the full development of one of the components 

of the contemporary situation delineated in the ,advertise

ment, namely, the assertion ,~hat revelation is fictitious. 

It is to be noted that here, in contI'adistincti'on to the 

.advertise.ment, Butler speaks of revelation rather than 

Christiani'ty. The distinction between these two terms will 
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be discussed in t1\e following chapter. 'What must be attended 

to at present is the fact that Butler carefully distinguishes 

between a re.iectipn of revelation and a neglect of revelation. 

The latter does n<Dt constitu·t;.e a repudiation of, Christianity 

nor issue from irreligious sentiment. Quite the contrary, 

the contemporary neglect of revelation issues from a strong 

concern to establish the practice of natural piety and virtue, 

to establish practical religion. The neglect of revelation, 

as such, arises within this concern from the conviction that 

the practice of religion is muc:h more important than the 

principles upon which it is est.ablished a.."1d that since revealed 

principles are a stumbling block, they can be neglected as 

currently dysfunc~ional means. The rejection of revelation, 

on the other hand, does not reject a dysfunctional mode but 

repudiates an incredible fic·l:;ion. And this repudiation does 

not issue from a practical conc:ern for religion; it flows, 

rather, from a pretended sufficiency in nature for human 



guidance. For Butler, the operative substantive is "pretence". 

It establishes their opinion as fallacious and as vicious. 

Wbile Butler is p!rimarily concerned to confront the repudi ation 

of revelation, he feels it necessary to treat of the neglect 

because 

though it is not the same with the former, yet borders 
nearly upon it" and very much, at length, runs up into 
it • • • • The consideration of it will likewise further 
show the extraiVagance of 'the [other] opinion • • • 

(I, 166) 

Therefore Butler proposes to consider the commands of reve-

lation and to establish whether obedience or disobedience 

to those commands is an indifferent matter. In pursuing 

this task, Butler is much more influenced by objections 

arising from the contemporary situation than he was in the 

first half of the AnaloQ:. He finds that he must first 

overcome presumptions against; the very motion of revelation, 

objections against miracles .and objections 

• • • against the whole manner in which it is put and 
left with -the world; as well as against several particular 
relations in Scripture: objections drawn from the de
ficiencies of revelation: frOID. things in it appearing to 
men foolishnes$; from its containing matters of offence, 
which have led; and it must have been foreseen would lead, 
into strange eItlthusiasm and superstition, and be made to 
serve the purposes of tyr,mny and wickedness: from its 
no-t being universal; and, which is a thing of the same 
kind, from its evidence not being so convincing and, satis
factory as it might have been •••• It would be tedious, 
indeed impossible, to enUDlerate the several particulars 
comprehended under the ob:jections here referred to; they 
being so variou.s" according to the different fancies of 

men. 
(r, 186) 



Then having overc<i>me this diversity of objections, a 

diversity which reveals that the Christian world view 

wi th its miraculolils view of 1~he world, its immoralities, 

enthusiasms, and schisms is rapidly losing its hold over 

men in the face of scientific homogeny, polite morality, 

toleration, and cosmopolitanism, Butler finds the very 

goodness and wisdom of God in dlispute. Again, after having 

considered the system of religion, Butler finds himself 

constrained to answer anotheJ~ series of objections against 

its particular character and deficient proofs. 
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Butler's reading of the situation and the full con

tours of his response to it "dll emerge with greater clarity 

once we have considered his clct.ual arguments somewhat more 

closely. However, on the basis: of the evidence considered 

thus far some preliminary conclusions may be drawn. First, 

Butler finds himself in a si i:;uation in which many people 

accept and uphold a creator clOd governor of a natural order 

which proceeds aceording to Cl system of laws but in which the 

moral gover'nment posited by Christianity is dismissed as 

fictional. This disavowal of Christianity flows on the one 

hand from a fearlessness for the future which is rooted in 

the conception that the Author of Nature is a simple absolute 

benevolence and on the other h~~d from an incredulity over 

the Christian revelation and it,s contents. Second, Butler 
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responds to this situation wi"th the acknowledgement that 

although in many instances these objections are mere 

rationalizations for licentiousness, the objections them-

selves are unjustifiable and may be countered through a 

comparison of the system of religion to the system of nature, 

a comparison which will prove that the acceptance of the 

natural order demands the acceptance of the religious order. 

It is to be noted that Butler nowhere asserts he is either 

going to read off the existence of God from nature or the 

I 

character of God from Scrip"ture a la Thomas Aquinas and 
r 

everywhere asserts that no presumption can be urged against 

Christianity from nature and indeed that nature substantiates 

Christianity. The similari1t;y to Augustine r s attempt to see 

the historical order substantiating the Christian religion 

in The City of God is obvious.. Butler like Augustine before 

him and Sch~erm~cher after him is more concerned to vindicate 

the ecclesiastical order ag,rinst its cultural despisers than 

to establish a theology. kid it is this concern, this polemical 

concern, rather than theoretic presuppositions which governs 

the distribution of material under the headings "Of Natural 

Religion" and "Of Revealed Religion ll • The first section is 

directed against those who deny a moral providence; the second 

against those who deny a revealed religion. This contention 



namely, tlllat the Analog:y, is subdivided on the hasiR 

of pedagog:ical requirements~, is substantiated by 

Butler's personal conception of Christianity which 

we will now investigate. Thus:, while it is not yet 

clear whether But.ler intends t,o establish a posi ti ve 

proof of reason's support for Christianity or simply, 

a proof of its non-irrationClllity, it is clear that 

he does not intend to prove the theistic hypothesis 

but rather, taking that hypothesis for granted, he 

intends to substantiate the theistic system., the system 

8 
of religion. 
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8 
Inasmuch as Butler equates religion with Christianity 

and considers Christianity reducible in large part to the 
system of theism, it is not improper to equate the terms 
'theistic system' and 'system of religion" in a discussion of 
Sutler's thought. However, i.t must be noted that thersyatem 
of religion' is broader than the 'theistic system i and 
comprehends not only divine go'vernment in all its ramifications 
but also the promulgation and institution of that government 
with additional nprms of behaviour. cf. p.SOff. 



CHAP~:ER III 

Thus far, we have attempted to recover from the 

Analogl: itself the basic features of the situation Butler 

was faced with and, also, t,he basic features of his 

confrontation with that situation. We noted that Butler 

saw his contempOirary religious climate as a clime of 

posi ti ve disbeli.ef in which many held Chri.sti ani ty to be 

a fiction. Assapring this· situation, Butler found that 

the disavowal of religion was rooted primarily~in a 

fearlessness of the hereafter which in turn was rooted in 

a conviction that the Autho:r of Nature was a simple, 

absolute benevolence and secondarily in a rejection 

of revelation as) by nature" incredible. However, Butler 

further noted that these int,ellectual criticisms were 

neither borne nor existed in isolation. On the contrary, 

they were at all.points intimately ,linked with the moral 

aspirations and endeavours of their ,authors and, as 

such, functioned in many instances as mere rationalizations 

for licentious behaviour. Con.fronting this situation and 

its criticisms" Butler proposed to construct an analogy 

of religion and nature. Thi.s analogy was to be posi ti ve 

in force and aimed at elicit:ing intellectual and moral assent. 

40 
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It presupposed the existence of a natural order under 

an Author of Nature and sought to establish the 

similarity of Christianity to that natural order. In 

choosing a method through ~lich to proceed, Butler 

repudiated the a priori or idealist hypothesis in favour 

of empirical realism .. 

In the present chapter, we will attempt to 

ascertain the basal supposii~ions of the ,method employed, 

the principles of analogy, and to delineate their 
( 

function in the general argument of the treatise, an 

argument which we cal~ the similarity of Christianity 

to the constitution. and course of nature. Our over-

riding purpose in this pursuit is to discover the type 

a.Tld degree of aSSIent the Analog:£:, seeks to elicit. In 

this task, a task, which is central to current Butler 

scholarship, a proper understanding of Butler I s theory 

of religion is crucial.- - Thus, a good part of the 

chapter will be g.tiven over to the discussion of this 

topic. In our final chapter, we will draw the con-

clusions of these two chapters together and discuss them 

in terms of some of the ques;t~ions raised by previous 

scholarship as the first step toward our reassessment of 

the Analogy and its meaning for the modern world. 
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The Analo,~l while structured in two parts under the 

headings 1I0f Natural Religionll and 1I0f Revealed Religionll 

and divided by virtue of separate sections of conclusions 

nevertheless con-Gains a single basic construction which 

might be termed 'the similarity of Christianity,l and which 

proceeds according to Butleris principle of analogy. According 

to Butler, man is a being of limited capacities and, as such, 

is incapable of discerning absolute objects of knowledge. 

Man therefore, must direct his life on the bas{s of probable 

evidence, an evidence which is distinct from demonstrative 

evidence inasmuch as it permits of degrees of certainty and 

is obtained by arguing from the likeness or similarity of 

2 
matters of fact. The principle of analogy, simply stated, 

is that prob able certainty J -the certainty by which we live, 

increases in direct proportion to the number of entities 

which are observed to be co~nonly shared by matters of fact 

lJeffner, op.cit. p.7:2 terms it lithe similarity of 
religion ". This, . however, is less exact and introduces 
unnecessary compl~cations. Butler, as we will see more fully 
below, always equates the system of religion with Christianity. 

2Butler like Locke is wi~ling to admit the epistemological 
category of intuitive percept,ion, that is, &, absolutely certain 
knowledge which proceeds from ei-ther abstract truths or the 
abstract relation of things$ However, Butler maintains that 
such knowledge is restricted in scope and is inadmissible in 
both ethics and theology. cf, ... leffner, op.cit. p.37ff. 



and secondly, increases in direct proportion to the number 

of respects in wlrlich the en'tities invclved are similar. 

Thus Butler prop~ses to 

turn our theughts to what we experience tc be the 
conduct of nature with respect to intelligent 
creatures; which may be 'reselved into general laws 
lOr rules ef administration, in the S&'11e way as many 
of the laws of Nature respecting inanimate matter 
may be collected from experiments. ,And let us cem
pare the known censtitution and ceurse of things with 
what is said to be the meral system of Nature • • • • 
and see whether they are net analogeus and ef a piece. 

(I, Ii v) 

While the analogy itself is lief pretty large extent, and 
r 

censists ef several parts; in seme more, in ethers less 

exact ll (I, lv), the proposed cemparisen is ef a whele te 

a whele: the natural erder to 'the religious erder. On lOne 

side are ranked the lalli'S regulating the conduct ef nature 

and, en the other!) are ranked the laws ef religien but 

both series ef laws are subsumed within erganic entities lOr 

systems. ,~~,eside the teleological universe presided ever 

by the Auther ef Nature accepted by the critics ef Christi-

anity, Butler pla~es a regulated moral system of religious 

laws under the authership of God. Butler,is net therefore 

cencerned t.o show that the l.c~w ef nature bespeaks the law 

of God but rather that the lal'l of Nature a..'T'ld the law of 

Christianity are 'tihe same indivisible law. Within this 

43 
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comparison -the fUnction of t;he principle of analogy will 

be to render religion probable on the basis of the simi-

larities shol'nl to exist bet-v;reen the principles asserted by 

religion and the principles observed in nature. That is to 

say, to show that the Author of Nature authorizes the system 

of Christianity and that because of this authorization, man 

must act in confolrmi ty with both. 3 Wi thin this framework, 

the division of the treatise into Irnatural religion" and 

"revealed religion ll is logical rather than real. In the 

preceding chapter we noted the differing schools of opinion 

Butler was seeking to overcome and implied ther'e that it 

was this polemica[i. concern rather than theoretic presuppo-

sitions that govetrned the distribution of the material under 

the two headings. This implication is borne out by the 

actual argument. 

The divine government of the world, lIimplied in the 

notion of religion in general and of Christianity" (I, Iv) 

maintains that man is appoin1t;ed to live in a future state 

where he will be rewarded or punished for his good or evil, 

virtuous or vicio1!ls behavioUJ:' in this life. HO''lever, because 

this life is apostate, the Author of Nature ha~ provided an 

3probability is not only intellectual evidence but 
also the rule of wractical guidance. For Butler, action 
follows upon knowiedge and is informed by it. Thus Graves 
as I remarked earlier, is wrong to divorce moral precepts 
from their epistemological foundations in Butler's thought. 
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additional dispe~sation attested by miracles and prophecies 

which constitute a new and unexpected system mediated by a 

divine person fo]!> the recovery of the world. (I, lv-Ivi). 

This system, the system of divine government, Butler terms 

"religion in general" or IIChristianityll. When he comes to 

discuss it in detail, he does so under the titles iiNatural 

Religion" and uRevealed Religion". Under the first, he 

incorporates the following five elements: 

(1) l-1ankind is appointed to live in a future state, 
(2) that there everyone shall be rewarded or punished, 
(3) rewarded or punished respectively for all that be
haviour here l'.rhich is comprehended under the words, 
virtuous or V:!JCiOllS, morally good or evil, (4) that 
our present life is a probation, a state of trial, and 
of discipline for a future one • • • • (5) and this 
(inoral 'plan) stands • 0 • imperfectly made known to us 
at present. 

(I, lvi; enumeration 
mine - T.Ro) 

His purpose in pnesenting these doctrines is to show that 

"this little scene of human life, in which we are so busily 

engaged, as having a referen.ce, of some sort or other, to 

a much larger plan of things." (I, 158) The words are imprecise 

and susceptible df varying interpretations. Following David 

Jenkins,4 we could say that Butler intends to show that the 

world, mankind, and man's life in the world bespeaks the 

existence of God. But consulting the actual argument of the 

4 David Jenkins, op.cit. p.22' 
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Analogy, we must.say that Butler intends rather to show 

that these doctrines, none of which speak of the existence 

of God 't'IThich is presupposed by the treatise as we have seen 

and all of which speak of the nature of man, are paralleled 

in the natural wdrld. For example, in speaking of the immor-

taiity of the soul, Butler notes that just as the same insect 

exists both as worm and fly, the same man exists as foetus, 

child, and adult. Moreover, although each part of a man's 

body is exchanged during his lifetime, his mind remains 

unaffected and continues to be the same mind. Thus, in 
,? 

nature, the destruction of the body does not necessarily 

imply the destrucition of the living agent and it is probable 

that man can live! after death under widely different conditions 

of being. But Bu~ler takes the argument a step further: he 

asserts that IIthere is in every case a probability, that all 

things will continue as we experience they are." (I, 58) 

That is to say, he asserts tha1b Newton's first law of motion. 

holds in the existential realm: we must assume things will 

continue in existence lU~less .there is any reason for them to 

cease existing: 

hThis is that kind of presumption or probability from 
analogy, expreksed in the very word continuance, which 
seems our only natural reason for believing the course 
of the world 1'IT111 continu~e tomorrow • • ." 

(I, 58-59) 
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Butler, as one can plainly see, is not here concerned to 

prove that the s<Dul is immortal but rather to show that 

nature does not imply destruction by death and, indeed, 

Of to. 5 man~ est~ con ~nuance. Thus his otherwise curious remark 

that atheism can equally well account for a hereafter is 

easily understood. (I, 73) The probability of religion 

demands not only the mere existence of a future state but 

also that that future state be: dependent upon present be-

haviour. The same pattern of parallelism is repeated over 

and 9ver again in reference to the next three doctrines. 6 

(' 
Thus the ultimate conclusion which Butler has sought to 

establish throughout this sE~ction is that this world by 

self-confession is a school and that its schooling is not 

destroyed by death. 

In viewing the world in this fashion Butler generates 

many difficulties. For instance, there are many evils which 

do not readily conform to the school system for they are 

equally unsuitable either as moral pedagogues or as punishments 

Scf. S. A •. Graves, 2,E.cit. p. 171 

6Thus Nature distributes pleasure and pain according to 
a supervisory pr:i;nciple identical to that exercised by fathers 
over their families, societies over their members, and God over 
man. (I, 80) NatJure rel~ards virtue and punishes vice (albeit in 
a limited fashion but sufficiently lito give us the apprehension 
that it shall be completed • • • to that degree of perfection 
\.,rhich religion teaches us i-t shall. lI ) (I, 85). Man is born 
undeveloped and :iJs pe'rfected by gradual development in which 
he progresses frolm one stage to the next. 
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for vice. Such evils. consti.tute an objection against the 

wisdom and goodness of the government. However, for Butler, 

this obj ection is illusory rather than real. Man is a l'imi ted 

creature immersed w1thin a great law-bound system. Owing to 

the limitations oin his knowledge, he can ascertain only a few 

of the laws which bind the system together. And in the absence 

of insight into all relations, the wisdom and goodness of the 

system cannot be ascertained. Faced with these circumstances, 

some fly to the opinion of necessity or fatalism for succour. 

But fatalism does not offer any account of the/constitution 

of nature, that is, its origin and continuance: it offers only 

an account of a c~rcumstance within the constitution. As such 

it does not destroy the proof of an intelligent Author of Nature 

but simply overturns all experience: it destroys nature. Rather 

than destroy natuire, man mus·t '3.ccept it in silent awe. 

Butler's a~gument is curious if it is taken either as 

a proof of those doctrines which have traditionally been held 

to constitute natural religion or if it is tak.enas an interpre

tation of those d4>ctrines. It does however make a great deal 

of sense if it is taken as Butler intended it to be taken., 

that is, as a general argument for the probability of the 

religious system ¢irawn from t.he similarity of that system to 

the natural order.; a proof that 



it cannot but.be, acknowledged, that the analogy 
of nature gives a strong credibility to the general 
doctrine of R~ligion, and to the several particular 
things contained in it, considered as so many matters 
of fact; and l.ikewise that it shows this credibility 
not to be destroyed by any notions of Necessity. 

(I, 148) 

and that this probability tlarising from experience and 

facts here consiqered, is fu.lly sufficient in reason, to 

engage us to live in the general practice of all virtue 

and piety" (I, 162). Religion is thus vindicated against 
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those who dismiss the concept of moral government. Nature 

is a moral system which :in part corresponds exaC'tly with the 

teaching of religion and suggests the fulfillments predicated 

by religion. Thel accept&"1ce of natural order demands the 

acceptance of the' religious order as a necessary consequence. 

And while objections may be urged against the wisdom, equity, 

and goodness of the religious order, these objections must 

l.ikewise be llrged against the natural order. But all such 

objections are foolish for they are simply the cries of man 

in his ignorance faced with an overpowering mystery. Man 

stands in the middle of an incomprehensible scheme connected 

with a past and a present bWG progressing toward an unknown 

future.. This situ.ation rather than provoking objections 

ought, in co~on sense, t.o awak.en mankind; to induce 
them to consider in earnest their condition, and l'lhat 
they have to ~o. It is .absurd, absurd to the degree 
of being ridiculous, if ·the subject were not of so 



serious a kiqd, for men to think th.emselves secure 
in a vicious.life; or even in that immoral thought
lessness which far the greatest part of them are 
fallen into. 

(I, 162) 

Thus far, Butler has been concerned to defend 

religion against the denial of moral providence; in the 

second part, "Of .Revealed Religion", his concern is to 

defend religion against the denial of revelation. His 

expo si tion 0 f thiis topi c falls upon six he ads: 

(1) this world being in a state of apostasy • • • 
this gave occalsion for an additional dispensation 
of Providence; of the utmost importance; (2) proved 
by miracles; (3) but containing many things • • • 
not to have been expected; (4) a dispensation of 
Providence, who..ch is a scheme or system of things; 
(5) carried on: by the media1cion or a divine person, 
the Hessiah, ip. order to the recovery of the world; 
(6)·yet not re1vealed to all men, nor proved with 

"the strongest possible evidence •••• 
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(I, Iv-lvi; enumeration mine - T.R.) 

As we noted earlier, this disposition of the material bears 

the strong impres$ or determinate controversies. 'The simi-

larity or Christianity', strictly so called, occupies a 

posi tion within the schema r,ather than controlling it as 

previously. However, this looser framework allows him the 

opportunity to expound his basic approach to religion at 

greater length. 

Christianity or the system of religion is 

McMASTER UNIVERSIT.Y LIBRA~t 
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First~ • • • a republication, and external institution, 
of natural or essential Religion, adapted to the present 
circumstances of mankind, and intended to promote natural 
piety and vir~ue: and Secondly ••• an account of a 
dispensation df things, not discoverable by reason, in 
consequence of which several distinct precepts are enjoined 
us. For thoug)"h natural Religion is the foundation and 
principal part of Christianity, it is not in any sense 
the whole of :i:t. 

(I, 167) 

Christianity, then, is a whole which comprehends within 

itself natural re!ligion and revealed religion. In discussing 

natural or essentlial religion, Butler is orthodox in t.~1.e 

extreme. For Butler, essential religion is that part of the 

religious system rwhich prom9tes natural piety 8:nd virtue and 

which in principlie is accessible to reason. In fact, however, 

it required republication and is nowhere operative outside 

Christianity except in those places which have borrowed the 

light of Christianity as can be seen by a consideration of 

II . . • the state of Religion in the heathen world before 

revelation, and its present state in those places which have 

borrowed no light from it. II (IJI 165) The greatest men have 

remained in doubt of things of tpe greatest importance and 

mankind in general has remained ignorant and inattentive of 

the basic doctrines of religion. Thus, were it not for the 

republication of essential r«~ligion in Christianity, it is 

impossible to say 

who would have been able ,to have reasoned out that 
whole system, which we call Natural Religion, in its 
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genuine simplicity, clear of superstition: but there 
is certainly no ground to affirm that the generality 
could. If they could, there is no sort of probability 
that they would. Admitting there llTere, they would 
certainly wanit a sta..'1din~~ admonition to remind them of 
it, and inculcate it upon them. 

(I, 165) 

This system of Natural or essential religion republished by 

Christianity teadhes that the world is a moral system created 

and governed by $n infinite, perfect Being, that virtue is 

his law, and that he will "judge mankind in righteousness, 

and render to all according to their works, in a future 

state. II (I, 167) 

Revelation, or revealed religion, is first and foremost 

the republication of the teachings of essential religion. 

Secondly, it is the authoritative publication of these teach-

ings affording evcidence for the truth of them and instituting 

them in the world through a visible church which instructs, 

admonishes, disciplines, and exercises the world in the belief 

and practice of these truths. And thirdly, it is an account 

Itof a particular it1ispensation of Providence • • • for the 

recovery and salvation of mankind. II (I, 172) in consequence 

of which, distinct precepts are enjoined upon mankind. (I, l73ff) 

Basically l:;hen, for Butler, the system of religion in 

general or Christianity - the terms are equivalent - is a 

revealed system consisting of a republication, an authoritative 

publication, and a particular dispensation. Thus Christianity 

may be termed revelation or It'evealed religion. Natural or 
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essential religidn, on the other hand, is that part 

of Christianity or revelation which lies at the bases 

of the entire sY$tem of religion and which itt principle 

is accessible to reason: it is a residual concept. 7 

Viewing religion in this fashion, Butler is in a 

position to argue that Christianity posits the "really 

real" and that fa)r from being incredible, it is the natural 

order revealed. 'Thus far, ~re have seen him argue that those 

aspects of Christianity which are subsumed under the title 

"Natural Religion" are all exhibited in the constitution of 

nature, that the !laws of nature and the laws of religion 

comprehended undelr the title Natural Religion are identical. 

It is this mode olf argument and no other that is pursued 

7Butler is maintaining -that what is generally termed 
"Natural Religio~" is in reality those doctrines of Christi
anity which remain once the dispensation through Jesus Christ 
and ~he ecclesiasitical structure are removed. These remnants, 
he admits, can bel found both ilO the non-Christian world and 
in the non··Christian heart of man but in both instances they 
exist in alll accre~ed and disfigured form. Thus Christians 
can speak c)f a raaltural religion only because they are en
lightened to its ~xistence by the light of Christianity. 
Therefore, he canpot argue that nature bespeaks God but only 
that what Ireligion says of God is substantiated by nature. 
I have tenned But,ller t s position orthodox in the extreme 
because of its in~istence upon the role of revelation in the 
actual knolW'ledge of natural religion: in this insistence it 
places itself sqularely in the lPauline-Augustinian tradition -
on nature and grabe. cf. K. Rahner, Nature and Grace (London: 
Sheed and Ward, 1&64). 
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throughout the trleatise. The revealed rel:i gion which he 

now undertakes td discuss is none other than that selfsame 

Christianity or general religion which he has been discussing 

but now it is Yi~wed inasmuch as it is a particularized dis-

pensation establilshed by a particular method and supported 

by particular eviidences. His view is once again determined 

by polemical consliderations. llle remarks that although 

reli.gion consists of many and divers things and has occasioned 

objections as mul1tifarious as men's fancies, the contemporary 

objections ,to Christianity fall most heavily upon "the evi-

dence for it", "the whole manner in which it is put and left 

with the world" (t, 187) and "the mediation of Christ, in 

some or other of its parts." (I, 208). 

Approachin¢; these obj~~ctions Butler is most concerned 

to show that Chri$tianity as a particular dispensation is 

a particular seheme under the general plan of Providence, 
and a p~rt of .it, conduci"e to its completion, with regard 
to mankind. 

(I, 202) 

that is, that it ~onstitutes a system which proceeds according 

to general laws an.d that this; system occupies a place within 

the larger moral order. It is the failure to recognize this 

vision of the Chr~stian dispemsation as a whole wi thin the 

greater whole of the moral or'der which has occasioned more 

than a few difficqlties with Butler's thought. 
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In the preceding seci~ion, Butler read off a moral 

government from the distribution of happiness and unhappiness 

in the world. At!; that point, he noted that while certain 

facts did not cOIi'respond en"t;irely to that view, they did 

however indicate the general cre~bility of the view and pointed 

to a future completion. Now, in his consideration of the 

particular dispensation of Christianity, he takes up these 

facts again and illustrates hOM they correspond to the laws 

predicated by Chli'istianity. Man in his present existence is 

indebted to the instrumentality of his fellow ~en for his birth, 

upbringing, and ~ubsequent satisfactions. Rewards and punish

ments are mediated through others. Moreover, evil consequences 

do not always follow upon actions and are at times prevented 

through the intervention of a third party and, often, through 

such interventions, the good t,ake upon themselves evil conse

quences and suff~r accordingly. The ends and purposes of such 

acts are beyond QUI' comprehension but the regularity with which 

they occur seemingly points to some sort of general law. Thus 

nature indicates 'the existence of laws corresponding to the 

laws of mediatiQn and Atonement predicated by Christianity. 

Similarly, the other general laws of the Christian dispensation 

are evidenced by laws in nature and to a greater degree than 

we can ascertain' for the la~vs to which both realms may be 

reduced can be a$certained IIbut a little way, and in a very 

few respects." ([, 209) 
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A similar sort of correspondence between nature 

and religion is exhibited in the promulgation of Christianity 

and in its supporting evidence. It is often objected that a 

system which tou~hes all men should not be disclosed to only 

a few and that a system of such importance should not stand 

on such dubious foundations.. According to Butler, neither 

objection has any practical significance because they rest 

upon the assumption that 

• • • it cannot be thou€;ht God would have bestowed 
any favour at all upon us, unless in the degree, which 
we think, he n~ightJ and which, we imagine, would be 
most to our p~rticular advantage; and also that it 
cannot be thot}ght he would bestow a favour on any, 
unless he bestowed the sc~e favour upon all; suppositions 
which we find i contradicted, not by a few instances in 
Godls natural :government of' the world, but by the general 
analogy of nat;.ure together. 

(I, 225) 

and secondly, that the evidence for revealed religion is 

less than that upon which temporal actions are undertaken, 

an area in which ~the greatest uncertainty and doubtfulness 

abounds (I, 226f~). Both assumptions, as he says, are repudi~ 

ated by life i tsellf: neither uniformism nor demonstrative 

8 
evidence exist. Horeover t;he evidence for Christianity is 

8Leslie St!ephan, History cit. p. 246ff. has argued 
from this that Bu~lerls God makes man liable to sin, makes 
certain they sin, and then condemns them for sinning. Such 
an accusation is unfounded. Butler clearly states (I, 229ff) 
that the charge o~ injustice cannot be levelled against the 
world or religion, because no more is required than can reasona
bly be expected f~om the circumstances. 
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no less than the evidence upon which we normally proceed 

and in fact.1 is treater. The external evidences for 

Christianity, mizi.acles, prophecies, and the Biblical view. 

of history have been denigrated without just cause and may 

be substantiatedithrough analogy to natural evidences. 9 

To summarize, Butler has argued that all the doctrines 

of Christianity presently disputed are evidenced in nature 

to a greaJcer or lles~er degree and that therefore all obj ections 

which may be urged against Christianity must likewise be urged 

against nature. :But since man is equally unenlightened in 
/ 

regard to both s~stems, the objections are foolish. Rather, 

since the total weight of evidence points to a correspondence 

of the two systems, the assertion that the Author of Nature 

authorizes Christlianity is probable. In pursuing this argu-

ment, Butler has broken Christianity down into "material" and 

"revealed" componlents and argued successively for the analogy 

of nature to each. This procedure, we noted, was demanded by 

9'While Butiler terms his arguments in support of this 
contention rargum~nts from analogy', he has in mind the 
correspondence between natural and religious evidences rather 
than nature and rieligion. As such, these arguments while 
referring to the ~ain line of argument fall somewhat outside 
it. For a full apcount of the logical structure of Butler's 
arguments and Humie's critique of them cf. Jeffner, op.cit. 
p. 112ff. 'hlhat must be noted, however, is that Butler con
siders the external evidences to obtain full force only when 
viewed in their tbtal profile, that is, as constituting a 
historical frame ~ork and that he asserts this framework to 
be the best scheme yet devised for the incorporation of all 
known historical ~etail cf. :r, 242 ff. 
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the character of the objections waged against Christianity 

rather than by Butler's own theoretical convictions. Through 

this line of arg4.ment Butler has removed objections against 

Christianity; the question may be asked whether he has also 

established positive grounds: of belief. At present, the 

answer is in some dispute. 

s. A. Gra~es has argued that Butler employs his 

principle of anal,ogy in two distinct ways, positively and 

negatively, and 

Positively: thie important similarities between the 
systems of natMre and religion suggest that/the Author 
of Nature authprizes the system of religion. Nega
tively: (a) If: certain features in the systems of 
nature arld religion seem ,to conflict with God i s goodness, 
wisdom, and parer, our experienced incapacity to judge 
of the propriety of means adapted to ends, where some 
of these ends pre known only vaguely and others are 
quite unknown, shows analogously that we must be incom
petent critics of the perfection of divine providence. 
(b) If, certain features in the 'system of nature are 
after all admitted to be consistent with the goodness, 
wisdom and pOi,~er of God, similar features in the· system 
of what is claimed to be revealed religion cannot be 
held incompati~le with these attributes. 10 

From these two us¢ages arise an, apologetic structure which 

is "negatively, tne refutation of objections to orthodox 

religion; and positively, the establishment of some probable 
11 

grounds of belief.. However', in Graves vie\'l, 1/ the strength 

lOS. A. Graves, op.cit~. p. 170 

llIbid. p.171 
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of the positive argument is accidental to the apologetic 

of the Analo,c:y. For the A"",1,alogy: is a.."1. apologetic of under

statement, of reqiuced evidence. 1112 But;ler is a practical 

and pragmatic pr~acher who assays on the economy of proba-

bility without speculative principles and finds IIthat religion 

cannot be kno~m ~o be false, and even this will impose on 

anyone who admits as much the obligation to act as if it may 

13 
be true. II According to Graves, Butler is the public preacher 

par excellence eqgaged in.a point by point refutation of Deist 

opinions, opinio~s which IIhad no future it and "were not autono
I' 

mous speCUlation 'but stages in the unfinished decay of faith ' 

14 15 
which had been gc#ng on for two hundred years. II A. Jeffner, 

on the other hand, argues that the principle of analogy is 

applied throughoult the treatise in a general argument which 

corresponds to G~aves IIpositive useage. 1I This general argument 

attempts to estab~lish the coinlcidence between a series of eleven 

laws of religion land eleven laW's of nature and thereby to es

tablish positive grounds for belief~16 In his view, this 

argument proceeds! from the empirical starting point enunciated 

12Ibid • p.il.74 

l3Ibid • p.~80 
l4Ibid • p.169· 
15 . A. Jeffner, opocit. 

l6Ibid • p. 69ff 0 
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by Locke and move!s through a rigorous 
17 

positive methodology_ 

At various points, however, he asserts that this general line 

of argument is applied negatively to refute objections. This 

18 
negative applicato..on he terms "ignorance argumentslt. For 

Jeffner, Butler represents a religious philosopher \'>'ho con-

structs an argument for the truth of religion upon empirical' 

grounds. The obj~ctions he refutes are primarily objections 

from within. Bot~ sides have overstated their cases. 

In advanci~g the primacy of the negative over the 

, 

positive, Graves pompletely lnisrepresents Butl~r's method 

and intention. Ih discussing Butler's notion of probability, 

Graves asserts, 

I think it is a mistake to interpret Butler as meaning 
that since (ra~her than ~~en) knowledge is impossible 
for us we must put up with the probability that belongs 
to our conditibn • • • • Apart from the fact that in 
Butler: s philo.$ophy agnos1t;icism is balanced by equally 

I 

strong certainties, any general theory of the specu-
lative limitations of the hwnan intellect is irrelevant 
to the .Analogy> resting as it does, not on an episte
mology, but on: an economy of probability_ So that when 
Butler says th.fit probability is the guide of life he is 
proposing no steculative principle but a practical 
maxim • • • • .9 

This clearly runs counter to Butler's explicit statements 

in the Introducti<i>n that he is equally opposed to Descartes 

17Ibid • p.~6ff. 
l8 Ibid • p.42ff. 

19Graves, (lm.cit. p.175 
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and all others who proceed in matters of religion on the 

basis of hypothesis because illITe have not faculties for 

this kind of speculation." (I, liii) Against such specu-

lations he asserts a more limited methodology; the method 

of analogical reasoning. .And this method clearly rests 

upon determinate epistemological foundations. Butler states, 

It is not my gesign to inquire further into the 
nature, the fqundation, a.nd the measure of proba
bility; or wh€dnce it proceeds that likeness should 
beget that pr~sumption, opinion, and full conviction, 
which the human mind is formed to receive from it, 
and which it does necessarily produce in everyone; 
or to guard agjainst the errors, to which reasoning 
from analogy ils liable. This belongs to th~ subject 
of logic; and ~s a part of that subject which ha.s not 
yet been thoroughly considered. 

(I, i) 

The method of anaJ..ogy implies ,an empirical starting point·. 

One moves from maitters of fact to the correspondences between 

them. And these icorrespondences, Similarities, or likenesses 

beget evidence in the mind, Jprobable evidence. An evidence 

that 

admits of degrees; and of all variety of them, from 
the highest moral certainity JJ to the very lOll/est pre
sumption ••• ,. that the slightest possible presumption 
is of the nature of a probability, appears from hence;' 
that such lo't\" presumption often repeated, will amount 
even to moral certainty. 

(I, xlviii) 

The influence of Locke is evident at every point. Knoldedge 
I 

arises from things; evidence from the relations between them. 
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Customary conjunction creates moral certitude. However, 

it is likewise erroneous to limit the methodology to its 

purely epistemol<bgical component, for it is, as Graves 

asserts, an econ<1>my of action. In Butler, there is at 

every point a clQse link between thought and action: 

thought is to be acted upon an.d action must proceed accord-

ing to thought. The inter-r'elationship is so strong that 

it is not only tIte man who refuses to ackno'l.'lledge the 

logical consequences of his intellectual premises but also 

r 
the man who acts iwrongly who may be termed thoughtless. 

(I, 122ff.) It jjs the very strength of this interrelation-

ship that both Gi1aves and Jeffner fail to recognize. The 

negati ve use of analogy or the ignor&"1ce arguments are both 

epistemological ahd pastoral. Recalling Butler's statements 

in the first para}graph of the advertisement, his treatment 

of the external eiVidences fo:!' belief, and the series of 

conclusions which: he draws, it seems certain that he sought 

to establish a total effect, a total probability for Christi-

ani ty, a total effect which is achieved through a method

ology which establishes both right thought and right action. 

The question as tcb whether this is achieved through negative 

or positive means I is in some sense irrelevant to Butler for 

he denies the possibility of absolute certitude and implies 



that probability rests not only on the existent similarities 

but equally upon the perceived similarities (I, 229ff.) Thus 

his methodology 4tttempts to evince proof that Christianity 

is at the very l$ast not untrue and perhaps that it is true. 

His conviction is that his arguments prove the latter. He 

is \';illing to re~ognize thai:; for others they may evince only 

the former~ 

In sum, the Analog;:[ seeks to vindicate Christianit,y 

from the attacksi of its despisers by exhibiting the congruity 

of Christianity to the order I::>f nature through one continuous 

'argument which c~eates a cumulative effect. That argument 

proceeds on the principles that human knowledge is relative 

not absolute, th:at its evidence is probable not demonstrative, 

and that its certitude is directly proportioned to similarity. 

The argument itself seeks to exhibit the congruity of the 

two orders by pair'alleling t:hem in their organic totalities 

in such a way as to show forth their similarities. However, 

in order that obtiections to Christianity in some of its parts 

may more directly be refuted, Butler explicitly singles out 

several religious doctrines for particular parallelism, 

considering Christianity first under its aspect of llNatural 

Religion", then lilnder its aspect of "Revealed Religion". 

The effect of his argument .is to show that Christianity is 



probable, that it is the key to both right thought and 

right action. !n the next chapter, we will discuss the 

implications of this argument. 



CHAPTER IV 

As we saw in the last clhapter, nutler's Analogy' seeks 

to vindicate Chri~tianity by exhibiting its congruity with 

the order of nature. It argued, in effect, that the religious 

and natural orders are identical with the attendant conclusion 

that the religiou~ order is as natural as nature herself. 

Indeed, it argued: that the religious order is more natural 

than nat.ure inasmtIch as that aspect of the one system, which 

is termed 'the system of religion', reveals .the other aspect, 

f the system of nature', in a fuller light. By so arguing, 

Butler's Analogy removes all objections to religion drawn from 

the course and constitution of nature and urges religion as 

the key to a proper understanding of that 'Order. This argument 

fulfills two of t~e basic aspirations of the traditional 

Christian apology = the remov.al of objections to religion and 

the urging of religion itself. 

Butler characterized t,he religious climate of his day 

as one in which ,bci>th practical and theoretical irreligion 

flourished and one in which criticism of Christianity fell 

upon both its und¢rlying concept of divine government and 

the particulariti~s of the Christian dispensation. However, 

it was likewise a i period in l~hich the existence of natural 

65 
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order regulated and founded by an AutllOr of Nature was 

taken for grante<il ann assumed. What was cri ticiz~d. and 

denied ''Ias the attribution of a moral quality to that order 

and t,he conformity of the Christian scheme of things to the 

dictates of that order. In the interests of historical 

accuracy, it is worthwhile to ask to what extent does this 

situation designate the doc1~rine of Deism? 

The question is complicated by the fact that the 

doctrine npw com~rehended under the title Deism was never 

formulated in a classical creed nor adhered to by a determi-

nate group of di::tciples. Deism was never a formal doctrine, 

much less la schodl of thought. In its own time it was, on 

the contrary, an iepithet hurled against all who held heterodox 

opinions in religion. Samuel Clarke, writing at the beginning 

of the eighteenth century, classified as Deists all those 

(1) who admitted a Creator but denied a Governor, (2) those 

who admitted natural providence but denied moral providence, 

(3) those who admitted both natural and moral providence but 

denied an afterlilfe, (4) those who admitted all of these but 

. 1 
denied revelation!. Inasmuch as Butler considers all these 

positions to a grleater or lesser degree in the Analogx, it can 

be said that the IAnalogy counters Deism. But Clarke r s 

lSamuel Cl!arke, The Obligations of Natural Religion, 
7th edition, p. 1~5-173 quoted in Graves, 0E.cit. p. 170. 



classification is somewhat broad and includes alm0Rf' all 

fO!'JllS of heterodoxy with the eXcAptj on of at.hf'i.sm. The 

currently accept~d definition of Deism is somel..,hat narrower 

and it is debatable to what extent the Analogy: desi gnates it. 

If Deism is taken to mean the denial of revelation in the 

2 
n arne of the sufflciency of reason, as it is normally defined, 

then it must be insisted that Butler points to a much broader 

.sit:llat.ion for the Analogy is much wider in scope. Its defence 

of t,h~ Christian revelation forms but one part of a larger 

and more flundamenta1 defenc~~ of Christianity, a def~nce which 

confronts the entire perspeetive of early eighteenth century 

irreligion and c(i>unters it with a full scale apology not only 

for revelation itself but for the entire philosophical under-:-

pinnings of the f.eligious vision of man. One of the strongest 

reasons for the ~ontinuing narrow interpretation
3 

of the 

AnalogI: as a polemic against, Deism is the myth created by Sir 

4 
Leslie Stephen ~d fortified by others that the Analogy is 

the isolated worI,t of an isolated thinker. This theory suffers 

from a high degree of romani:-ie portraiture and not only cannot 

be supported by ~ny unequi vocCill evidence but indeed is more 

readily refuted qy whatever eyidence does exist. Pointing to 

2 This is -tt,he definition given by the Oxford Dictionary 
and with only miqor emendati'ons is the definition to be found 
in the usual han~books and E'meyclopedias. 

3Cf • S.A. !Graves, .2E..!.cit. p.169; A. <;:arlsson, op.cit. 
Introduction. 

4Cf. E.C. !Mossner, .QI).cit. p.lOff. 



the stylistic deficiencies an ell obscuri.ties of the work, 

5 
some critics ha~e argued t.hat the Analogy l\TaS produced 

through long and.ardllous intellectual labourings, and 

labourings of a ~an isolated from his times. In fact, 

these very same qleficiencies a,re more easily explained 

as the loose expxTessions of rapid composition l"ri thout 

revision: Butler ican enunciate difficult ideas easily 

6 
enough when calldd upon to do so. As Watson himself 

has noted, most qf the difficulties in the Analogx can 

be removed easily! through judicious editing.
7 

This roman-

tic myth was furtlher heightened by stationing Butler at a 

lonely desk in hils parsonage at Stanhope for the entire 
I 

period of composi~ion. In fact, there is some doubt that 

68 

this was the actuial situation. It is known that the Analog;r: 

was compos~~d someitime during the period 1725-1736. Now, 

while ButlE;!:r was ~tationed a·t Stanhope throughout this period, 

the last f<J,ur years of this period were divided between 

Stanhope al1ld Londpn. From 1732-1736, Butler served for six 

months eac~~ year flt the Cour't of George II as personal chaplain 

to the Lorql Chanc~llor, Charles Talbot, to whom the Analog:y 

5cf • Among others, G. Watson, °E·cit. p.110ff. 

6cf • 
! 

Ro11$ Sermons 1··3J' II 25-53. 

7G• Watson~ °E·cit. p ,.112 .... 113. 
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8 
was affectionately dedicated. In the ab8ence of evidence 

to the contrary, it is these latter years ~lich must be urged 

as the period of 'composition. The treatise betrays an easy 

familiarity with the opinions and behaviour of the upper 

classes of the period. Butler remarks with some frequency 

that by and larg~ the critics of Christianity are licentious 

men who support tlheir willfilness through recourse to philosophic 

t " 1" t" 9 ra lona lza lon. No where were such men more in evidence 

than at the court of George II, a court equally renowned for 

the ep1curean coursings of the King's attendants and the 

philosophic musings of the Que~:m' s circle. Religious debate 

was as much in ev!idence as the misbehaviour that generated 
10 

it. It is here rather than .,unong the country people of 

Stanhope that Butler undoubtedJLy found not only the spirit 

of opposition to religion which l;le strove against but also 

the stimulus to attack it. ~rhus, in our opinion, the Analogy 

addresses itself to the religious discussions of its day from 

within that climate of opinion with full familiarity with the 

situation. Far ftom being the personal manifesto of an isolated 

intellectual,it i$ rather the impassioned argument and pastoral 

plea of a high-ra~king ecclesiastic. It is a confrontation with 

Bcf • B.C. Mossner, ~.cit. p. 3 

9 cf. above p. 3; 

lOE.C. Mossner, op.cit .. p. ~ 
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all the roots and branches of a full-blown denigra~ion of 

religion underta~en in the name of ecclesiastical pi,ety. 

As we not~d earlier, Butler construed the contemporary 

disavowal of the basic principles of religion as the f"lit of 

a fearlessness of the future which, in turn, he saw rooted in 

the conception ofl God as a simple, absolute benevolence
ll 

and 

he construed the !denial of the Christian dispensation as the 

repudiation of an incredible fiction based upon the pretended 

ff . . f rt' • tl . d f h b h· 12 su 1c1ency 0 na ure 1n le gU1 ance o. uman e aV10ur. 

However, beyond these intellectual premises he saw psychological 

and moral disposi~ions which ruled the intellect and reduced 

its reasonings to' rationalizations. That is to say, he saw 

moral causes for the intellectual disavowal of Christi ani ty .13 

Thus, while he was motivated to disprove the intellectual, 

foundations of irreligion, he '~as motivated to disprove them 

in a way which wotzld simultaneously urge loftier moral senti-

ments. He was, therefore, moved to create an argument which 

would suggest the~truth of Christianity, demonstrate its non-

falsity, and urge' its practi-oal application. 

Butler's argument assumed the existence of a natural 

order ordered by ,a11 Author of Nature and it assumed the existence 

lIef. above p. 32ff. 

12cf • above p. 36ff. 

13c f. above p. 33 
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of the religious order of Christianity. In so doinq, jt 

I 

simply accepted ~he pre-suppositions of its time. lIowev0r, 

that is not to say that it accept~d them as hypothe.s(~R. 

Butler viewed bo-tlh as empirically derived facts. The exiRtence 

of natural order 'and an Author of Nature was a conclu.sion from 

the observation df nature accepted by all. (I, Ii) The 

existence of the Ireligious order of Christianity was an equally 

weJ.1 manifested donclusion from the observation of human history. 

(I, 222ff.) Ilis :argument did not seek to prove their existences 

but only to exhiblit their conformity with one another. In 

constructing that argument of their conformity, nutler dismissed 

a priori or hypothetical reasoning as radically untenable and 

advocated an empirical methodology proportioned to human 

capacities. The starting point for that method was the denial 

of absolute objec't;s of knowledge. From this denial, it followed 

that certitude is probable rather than demonstrative and pro-

portional to the existing similarities or likenesses between 

objects. Butler'~ method, thus, advanced according to the 

principle of analogy and sou~~ht to derive the probability of 

Christianity by e~<:hibiting the similarities between the system 

of nature and the, system of Christianity. Ultimately, it 

concluded that although man ''las radically ignorant ,and could 

ascertain very little, he could! nevertheless ascertain the 

congruity of Christiapity and nature to a sufficient degree 
\ 
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to act upon the proposi tions of the Christian sy8tr~m. Let 

us examine this kl little morc closely. 

Butler's ~rgument sought only to exhibit the conformity 

of two systems. 'By denying t,he existence of absolute obj ects 

of knowledge, it:effectively denied the possibility of absolute 

conformity: sinc~ neither can b~ fully kno\<ln, neither can be 

fully compared. 'Han cannot achieve demonstrative certitude 

and consequently i cannot kno~, Christi ani ty to be absolutely 

true. The quest~on, then, is to what degree may Christianity 

be morally certa:iln or relatively true. For Butler, certitude 

is proportioned to the number of instances and respects in 

which two things !are similar. Butler consigned the study of 

this topic to Lo~ic and does not investigate it further. (I, 1) 

It is unfor·tunata that he did not say more because there is 

some ambiguity ini his thinking. He did not resolve the question 

as to whether similarity is essentially existent or perceptual 

and seemin§~ly arg~es fo~ both. He definitely attributed a 

positive v~llue tol all similarit,ies and by and large seemed to 

adopt the Cl~ommon ~ense view 'th,at perceived similarities corre-

spond exac"t,ly to existent similarities. However, he likewise 

seemed to give a great deal lof weight to Berkeley's "esse est 
, 

percepi" pldncipl~, at least in the moral realm: all men who 

thoroughly consid~r the matter can see that Christianity is not 

untrue and may be' true, but only the individual can see that it 
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is tru~ through personal experience. That is to say, Butler 

seemed to ,construct a probahility scale on which each and 

every evidence of similarity registers positively but one in 

which there is a: hiatus betl.;een public acknowledgement of 

congruity and private experience of it. Truth, like natural 

gifts, is dispensed unequally among individuals. Thus, it 

is our contentio~, that for Butler both nature and Christianity 

are simply likely stories and their conformity is a likely 

story, that is, 4 certitude sufficient to act upon and it is 

only through act~on that its full truth is derived. Man, his 

world, and his r~ligion are enigmas wrapped in mystery in the 

midst of an inco~prehensible whole. Man's task is to penetrate 

their curtains by! following the most likely routes into them. 

We have colntinually maintained that Butler I s argument 

is an apologetic .argument, that is, that it seeks to remove 

objections to Chriistianity and to urge Christianity itself. 

But we have likewise main.tained that it differs in several 

important respe?tis from the tradition represented by St. Thomas 

Aquinas. Perhapsl, it would now be in order to finalize these 

differences. Li.ke all earlier apologists, Butler sought to 

vindicate Christi~nity against the attacks of its cultural 

despisers. To thlis task, he blrought the full weight of 

pastoral concern and not only knowledge of the actual objections 

but also a vision· of their underlying causes in the heart and 
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mind of map. nut, whereaR, earlier apologi8t,s had, in t,he 

wordR of Southey: 

• • • established the Historical and Prophetical 
I 

grou1(1ds of the Christian Religion, 
And that sur~ testimony of its Truth, 14 
Which is fomhd in its perfect adaption to the heart of man. 

Rutler attempted to develop its similarity to the constitution 

and course of nature. This program, as we have seen, was, in 

large pal"t, dictated by the cr:iticisms and presuppositions of 

his age, by its .cceptance of nature and her Author and its 
, 

concomit.al1"t disa-towal of religion and its Governor,. However, 

in arguing for th.e conformity of Christianit,y to the natural 

order, Butler ch~se to establish their similarity to one 

another rather tHan to prOVE! their truth. That is not to say, 

however, that he repudiated the Thomistic achievement but only 

that he was more concerned t:o substantiate its conclusions 

• .1 
than to d1~;CUSS JJts premises. What did this program accomplish? 

\fuat is i t~; meanjJng for today? 

Perhaps Bujtler's greatest accomplishment was to unify 

the religious and natural orders, to establish them as two sides 

of one coin, that! is to say, to unite our knowledge of nature 

with our knowledgje of religion and the natural mystery of the .. 
universe w:i.th thel mystery of God. With Butler, religion ~ 

14 . 6 Quoted above, p •• 



nature come together to occupy the same realm. The rnnjor 

repercllssion of this synthesis of t.\ITO heretofore distinct 

spheres was the ~uhjugation of religiol1s data to humnn 

judg~ment. This was not the repercussion Butler himself 

intended. He had hoped rather to subjugate natural data 

to religious judgement but in attempting this, he ~created 

7.5 

the possibility of the other. Historically, some attempted 

t.o follow Butler along his own path and subject science to 

the Bible. Unfo~tunately, t~hey often lacked the good sense 

Butler possessed~ Others followed the other possibility in 

his thought and subjected the Bible to science. l3utler truly 

fathered both moVements. But for our own day, Butler's real 

importance is that he homogenized human experience and rendered 

all experience su!bject to the same type of jUdgements. In so 

doing, he gave im,petus to the development of the philosophy of 

religion. 
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APPENDIX 

Bishop Butler and His Age 

Joseph Butler was born in 1692 in Wantage, Berkshire, 

the son of a P~esbyterian linen merchant. After persuading 

his fathe:r to ~llow him to conform to the Established Church, 

he went up to Oiriel College, Oxford in 1713. At Oxford he 

took the B.A. dlegree in 1718, the B.C.L. in 1721, and the 

D.C.L. in 1733. In 1719 he w'as ordained and appointed 

preacher at the I Rolls Chapel, London. In 1725, he was 

appointed to th:e rectorship of Stanhope and took this 

occasion to publlish Fifteen Sermons Preached at the Rolls 

Chapel (1726) •. In 1732, he l~as appointed Chaplain to the 

Lord Chancellor and in 1736 published his major work, The 

Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed to the Constitution 
I 

and Course of N~ture. He was appointed Clerk of the Queen's 

Closet in 1736 i3-nd in 1738 was named to the bishopric of 

Bristol. In 17$0 he accep1t;ed the bishopric of Durham after 

refusing the primacy of England in 1747. He died of a 
• I 

stomach disorde~ in 1752. The earliest life of Butler is 

that of Andre,..,. *,-ippis in the Supplement to the Biographia 

Britannica (1767); .the fullest is Thomas Bartlett I s r-.femoirs 

of the Life, Ch~racter, and Writings of Joseph Butler (1839). 

The religious dimension. of the age in which Butler 

Ii ved and wrote: has in recent years come under cll()ser scrutiny. 
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It is not as yet well und'C'rstood. Nuch work has be~n 

done on the de~elopment of the Established Church and its 

influence on its time sinc:e the late 1920' s when Norman 

Sykes stqlrted His series of masterpieces: Church and State 

in Ji.J!g!...a'l~in t)he Eighteenth Century,_ Edmund Gibson: ilishoE 

of London. 1669-11748, William Wake: ArchbishoE of Canterbur:y 

and From Sheldqn to Secker': ASEects of English Church History, 

1660-1768" Th~re have likewise been, in recent years, an 

increasir1,g inteirest in the study of the dissenting churches 

and churchmen and a concomitant investigation of radical 

dissent ~nd secular religious thought of the period as 

wi tnessed by the nwnerous ar1cicles in the Journal of the 

Histor:y of Ideap! and elsewhere. However, much work remains. 

to be done and J\That is par'ticularly needed is a series of 

critical editions and biographies of the leading secular 

religious thinkers. 

On the basis of the evidence so far compiled, it 

would See(lll that the era in which Butler lived and wrote 

can be characterized as a period in which anticlericalism 

and skepticism, heightened by the internecine conflicts of 

the reformation I movement, ~joined forces wi. th an emergent 

naturalistic wotld view, a secular ethical system, and the 

new scientific ~ethods and became political and vied for 
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power with incrieasingly established ecclesiastical 

structures. It was a p4C'riod in which. the churches 

energetically attempted to continue reforming themselves 

and the state :Un the face of a growing attack on their 

fundamental prjjnciples in the name of pristine pure 

Christianity and cultural development. It was from 

wi thin this si tiuation that Butler wrote. 

WOe have Icharacterized Butler's Analogl':, as an apology 

and have soughti to delineate its apologetical structure. 

noth these terms are well-known to the student of Western 

religion but perhaps require further amplification for the 

lay reader. 'Most simply, an apology is a writing in defence 

of a person, dOictrine, or -thing. It is a Greek literary 

genre whi,ch was' appropri ated and perfected by Christi an 

writers of the first two centuries and has continued as a 

distinctive genjt'e throughout the course of Christianity. 
, 

An apolog~etic structure is the framework wi thin which such 

a defence .operates. 
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